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EDITORIAL
“We Never Dreamed ...”

H

ARSH reality begins to illuminate the
We debate grand concepts of deterrence
truth of the situation more retheory, argue about structure, and develop
lentlessly than a brilliant desert sun. Thecompetitive strategies. Important activities—
Situation: Operation Desert Shield. The
perhaps very important— but still only
harsh Reality: potential combat, destrucpreparatory ones. We underwrite martion, suffering, and death. The Truth: this
vellous technological advances, we prois not abstract; it’s real, and it’s personal.
mote good citizenship, and we are an inIf combat comes, there are only two ways
strument in achieving social change and
to go: suffer and win, or suffer and lose. In
social equality. Positive accomplishments,
either case you fight, and in either case
those, but peripheral fallout. None of them
you suffer. That’s war’s reality, the downare the Real Reason for us. All of us are
and-dirty meaning of “gone for a soldier.”
here to fight.
A reporter for a domestic regional newsIt is all too possible to put in time at the
paper interviews the hometown troops desupply depot, laboratory, maintenance
ployed to Saudi Arabia for the Great Adshop, staff desk, or even flight line, yet
venture. One 27-year-old with 10 years’
lose sight of what it’s all about. It's been
service tells him. “We were just riding the
almost 20 years since the US military, as a
clock before, but you’ve got to pay your
whole, centered its daily attention on
dues here. We joined and we know that,
fighting and what it means— almost 20
but we never dreamed this would happen.
years since most of those people in uniWe never dreamed we might have to go to
form wondered if the next posting, or even
war.”
the next TDY, would take them to meet
Where was this man for those 10 years?
the Beast. That’s time enough for the focus
Did he evade all the mission orientations,
on fighting to diffuse, time enough for
ignore the bull sessions, tune out the war
memories to be locked away, time enough
stories of the old heads? Perhaps, perhaps
for new troops to come on board without
not. He’s simply a young man coming to
the focus at all.
grips with a reality that for one reason or
“We never dreamed__ ” Lives are disanother never sufficiently surfaced in the
rupted. routines are in turmoil, plans are
lull of peacetime routine, a reality that
on hold, and troops are learning— once
those old combat vets did not make—or
again—about deprivation and discomfort.
were restrained from making—sufficiently
But combat’s reality has yet to become
clear to him.
fully manifest. Perhaps it won’t this time,
How easy it is to lose sight of a military
but somewhere, sometime, it will blast itforce’s raison d’etre: it exists, ultimately,
self into crystal clarity in an awful moto fight. We can cloak our purpose in sloment of realization. Ultimately, militaries
gans such as Learn a Trade, Save for Coland their people exist to fight.
lege, Be All That You Can Be, or Aim
“ We never dreamed__ ” But shouldn t
we have?
KWG
High—Go Air Force. Nice, but incidental.
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ricochets
Letters to the editor are encouraged. A ll correspondence should be addressed to the Editor,
Airpower Journal, Walker Hall, Bldg. 1400,
Maxwell AFB AL 36112-5532. We reserve the
right to edit the material for overall length.

MORE COMMENT ON PROMOTIONS
As an Air Force officer who is concerned about
the development, character, and values of our
future Air Force officers, I was both disappointed and offended by the editor’s decision
to print such an outdated, bigoted, narrowminded, and damaging essay under the title of
“How to Get Promoted” (Spring 1990). Colonel
Geiger's decision to print this poorly written
and inane essay in the Airpower Journal is
inexcusable.

spawned a hobby that grew slowly during the
1960s. It exploded in the 1970s as other companies entered the field.
As Colonel Lee noted, the early 1980s
marked the beginning of commercial computer
war games. They have evolved rapidly, and
those that appeared even a couple of years ago
cannot match today's standards for graphics
and sophistication.
Commercially produced war games are an
easy way for anyone to begin thinking about the
uses and misuses of the genre. If you have a
personal computer (PC), it’s also an exciting
way as well. The advent of compact disk readonly memory (CD ROM) for PCs is promising
another major change for computer war games.
Maj Gregory G. Wilmoth

Tucson. Arizona

Anonymous

L'SAF Academy,

Colorado

Editor’s Note: Contrary to our usual policy, we
have printed our only anonymous letter for two
reasons. First, we want your comments on Airpower Journal’s content—but only if you feel
confident enough to identify yourself. Second,
the letter points up many of the issues ivhich
we hope have been the subject of discussion
among you;
• Is the promotion essay outdated, or are
there current, substitute social conventions to
be observed?
• Is the essay bigoted, or is it unsettling?
• Is the essay narrow-minded, or has it pursued a specific theme within a broad spectrum?
• Have the essay and the subsequent comments enabled us to learn something?

WAR GAMING
I was interested in Lt Col David B. Lee’s article
"War Gaming: Thinking for the Future” (Summer 1990). Commercial board war games go
back further than computer games. Their history in the US dates to the late 1950s when the
Avalon-Hill Company came out with a game
called "Tactics.” That company's products

Lt Col David Lee's article on war gaming was
quite interesting. However, regarding the example of war games and the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor. I wonder why the Japanese didn’t
attempt to sink the US vessels in deep ocean
waters where ships could not easily be refloated and repaired? The Japanese decision to
sink American ships in shallow harbor waters
made salvage operations possible and allowed
the US Navy to quickly rebuild its ships.
Michael J. Miller

Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio

GNAT GNOTES
If we had only listened to our instincts and not
our worries, the Vietnam War would have
ended much earlier and with a different outcome. "Using a Sledgehammer to Kill a Gnat”
(Summer 1990) vividly points that out. My hat
is off to the author for presenting the facts so
well. Thanks!
MSgt Russell K. Choate, USAF

Abilene, Texas

continued on page 79
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A TROUBLING PAST
Air Force Fighter
Acquisition since 1945*
D r Ric h a r d P. Ha l l io n

S

INCE 1945 the United States Air
Force has acquired nearly 27,000
fighter aircraft, while the Soviet
Union has procured over 50,000.
As a general rule. American fighters have
proven superior to their Soviet counterparts in a variety of wars and incidents,
but American defense planners and fighter
designers should examine fighter acquisition in the broader context of Air Force
planning and missions from 1945 to the
present. There are aspects of American
fighter development that raise some disturbing questions regarding the planning
and forecasting process by which aircraft
were conceptualized, acquired, and placed
in service. In fact, one can argue that it
was not until the harsh demands and experience of the Vietnam War that Air
Force decision makers developed a realistic appreciation for the kind of future
fighters that the service required.

Aircraft acquisition is inextricably
caught up in the interplay and tension between doctrine and operational thought
(the requirements pull) on one hand and
technology (the technology push) on the
other. Both are inherently dynamic processes responsive to external influences
and pressures. If they do not proceed in
roughly consistent and synchronous part‘ This paper is based on a lecture presented by the author
at the Triangle Universities' Security Seminar on Changing
Technologies and New Weapons Systems. Quail Roost Conference Center. Durham. N.C.. 2-3 February 1990. I wish to
thank professors I B. Holley. Ir.. and Alex Roland for soliciting my participation. Also. 1 wish to acknowledge with appreciation the assistance and comments of Chris Bowie of
the Secretary of the Air Force's Action Group: Lt Col Price
Bingham, Air University Center for Aerospace Doctrine. Research, and Education (AL1CADRE); Lt Col Donald Baucom.
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization: Maj Brian Hoey.
AFSC Commander's Action Group: Michael Gorn. AFSC History O ffice: Jack Neufeld. Air Staff History O ffice: and
William Heimdahl and Sheldon Goldberg of the Office of Air
Force History.

nership, the dominance or decline of one
is necessarily injurious to the other. Two
great and related technological transformations occurred within aeronautics at midcentury: the turbojet revolution and the
transonic and supersonic breakthroughs.
Between 1939 and 1945 the speed of
fighter aircraft rose from 350 to 550 miles
per hour (mph). Slightly over a decade
later, the speed of fighter aircraft had
almost tripled, from 550 mph to nearly
1,500 mph. Indeed, by the end of 1958 the
basic speed and operating altitude of today’s modern fighter had been mapped
out. Approximately a quarter century after
the turbojet revolution and high-speed
breakthrough occurred, twro other roughly
synchronous transformations arose to profoundly affect future aircraft development:
a materials revolution that resulted in the
introduction of synthetic composite structural materials, and an avionics and computer technology revolution that affected
aircraft all the way from their conceptualization through design and on to performance and operations.1
Arguably, there have been six generations of fighter aircraft since 1939, the
“birth date’’ of the first jet airplane. Likewise, there have been six generations of
turbine fighter engines in this time span.*
'These have been (1) early centrifugal-flow and axial-flow
demonstrator and production engines, such as the Derwent
and |umo 004: (2) mature subsonic centrifugal and axial-flow
production engines, such as the Nene and 147, sometimes
with afterburning: (3) transonic axial-flow engines, such as
the |57 and Avon; (4) supersonic axial-flow engines, such as
the j79 and J58: (5) afterburning turbofans, such as the TF30;
and (6) high thrust-to-weight ratio afterburning turbofans,
such as the F100.

Following is a list of the generations, typical aircraft in each generation, and some
of the defining characteristics of these
aircraft.
1. High su b so n ic (1943-50): Me 262.
Meteor, P-80, Vampire, Yak-15, MiG-9,
Saab J-21, F-84 straightwing, F9F straightwing. Ouragan, Venom. Little aerodynamic difference from the last generation of propeller-driven fighters. First- and
second-generation turbojets; wood, fabric,
and all-metal construction: optical gunsights; straight wing and straight tail. Mechanical control systems. Primitive ejection seats. Mach 0.75-0.85.
2. Transonic ( 1 9 4 7 - 5 5 ) : F-86, F-84
sweptwing, F9F sweptwing, MiG-15/17,
Hunter, Mystere IV. Second-generation
turbojets; radar gunsights; swept wings;
generally have adjustable horizontal stabilizers. Early hydromechanical flight control systems. Mach 0.90-1.05.
3. Early supersonic (1953-60): MiG-19,
F-100, F-8. Swept wings, all-moving tails,
radar gunsights, introduction of air-to-air
missile armament. Third-generation turbojet engines. Early stability augmentation
technology. Generally adaptable for both
air-to-air and air-to-ground missions.
Mach 1.3.
4. Supersonic (limited purpose) (195570): F-104, early model MiG-21, EE (BAC)
Lightning, early model Mirage III. Supersonic aerodynamics, especially area ruling; fourth-generation turbojets; radar for
search and fire control. Overreliance on
air-to-air missiles based on unrealistic expectations. Mach 2.0.
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5. Supersonic (muitiroiej (1958-80):
F-105, F-4, late-model MiG-21, late-model
Mirage III, F-5, F - l l l , Mirage V, Su-24,
MiG-23/27, jaguar, Mirage F l , Kfir. Refined supersonic aerodynamic design, including canards and variable geometry
wings: fourth- and fifth-generation engines; stability augmentation: mixed-gun
air-to-air missile (AAM) armament;
terrain-following radar for low-level highspeed flight; radar search and fire control;
infrared sensors; heads up displays (HUD);
laser ranging and targeting; wide range of
air-to-surface missiles, bombs, and
rockets, including precision-guided munitions. Mach 1.4-2.5.
6. Supersonic multirole, high efficien cy
(1974-present): F-14, F-15, F-16, F-18,
Mirage 2000, Tornado, MiG-29, Su-27.
Combined the characteristics of the fifthgeneration fighters with advances in propulsion, radar (multiple target track-whilescan, look-down/shoot-down), sensor, and
electronic flight control technology to generate highly maneuverable, highly agile
aircraft that can be swing-roled for air-toair and air-to-ground missions. Fifth- or
sixth-generation gas-turbine engines: engine thrust-to-weight ratios in excess of
one; ability to attain supersonic speeds
without afterburning; sustained high-G
flight, and controllability below 70 knots
at angles of attack exceeding 70 degrees.
High degree of energy efficiency. Mix of
cannon and missile armament, coupled
with diverse air-to-ground weaponry.
Mach 1.8-2.5.
One measure that can be used in evaluating the change in fighter aircraft technology over time is component cost as a
percentage of aircraft cost. Since 1945 airframe costs have decreased from roughly
66 to 47 percent. Avionics costs have increased from 6 percent to over 20 percent.
Engine costs have held steady, at approximately 25 percent. As might be expected,
the “long pole in the tent” of modern aircraft acquisition is avionics. Modern
fighters have daunting avionics needs; the
F-15A has 60,000 lines of software code;
the avionics-intensive F-15E has 2.4 million. Difficulties in avionics development

and testing have replaced unanticipated
aerodynamic and propulsion difficulties
as the leading causes of delay, cost excursions, and frustration in flight-test
programs.2

The Postwar Years
From 1945 to mid-1950 both the Air
Force and the Navy were forces in
transition—from wartime expansion to
peacetime contraction, from the era of the
propeller-driven airplane to the era of the
jet, from the era of conventional war to a
perceived era of atomic warfare. There
was precious little evidence in fighter acquisition programs of any interest in the
kind of swing-role air-to-air and air-toground tactical fighter-bomber missions
that had proven so valuable— and so
necessary—in the Second World War, a
mere half decade or so in the past. Indeed,
the period 1945-50 witnessed the disestablishment of American tactical air power
in both the Navy and the Air Force, which
displeased some of the veteran tactical air
commanders of the Second World War. Lt
Gen Elwood R. Quesada, the Air Force’s
consummate master of tactical air support,
left the service in part because of what he
considered the tacit breaking of a 1945
Army Air Forces (AAF) promise to Gen
Dwight D. Eisenhower that the Army
would always be able to call upon strong
tactical air support assets even if the AAF
were made a separate air force.3
The de facto basing of the post-World
War II Air Force on science and technology. rather than on a realistic appreciation
of what the nature of future war, dates
back to the moment that Theodore von
Karman’s handpicked scientific advisory
panel issued— at Gen Henry H. (“ Hap” )
Arnold’s specific request— the T ow ard
New Horizons report of 1945. From the executive summary onward, this report emphasized speed. It stated that enemy defenses would be so well protected by
surface-to-air missiles that “only aircraft
or missiles moving at extreme speeds will
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be able to penetrate enemy territory protected by such defenses.”4 It was not the
last time that the effectiveness of speed or
missiles would be exaggerated, nor was
the Air Force alone in such misperceptions. As prescient in many ways as the
von Karman study wras, it must be recognized for what it was: a scientific and
technological think piece remarkably and
regretfully detached from realistic doctrinal underpinnings. In this regard, it may
be fair to ask whether it accomplished
more harm than good in its influence on
“planning.”
The crucible of Korean and Vietnam
combat drastically altered the subsequent
development of American fighter aircraft,
first for the Navy and subsequently for the
The YF-22 is the L o ck h e e d -B o e in g -G e n e r a l D ynam ics
rep resen tativ e to the a d v a n ced ta c tica l fig h te r p rog ram . T he
on goin g d eb a te o v er the nature o f fu tu re fig h te r s , the
changing in tern ation al environm ent, a n d d o m estic b u dgetary
p ressu res w ill a ll p la y c r itic a l r o le s in determ in in g w hether
eith er the Y F-22 o r the N orth rop -M cD on n ell D o u g la s YF-23
actu ally enters serv ice.
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Air Force. When prosecuting air strikes
deep into North Korean territory, the Navy
had to rely on the Air Force’s F-86 for protection. Korea gave the Navy a much
greater appreciation of the fighter and attack aircraft that it needed to do its job. Indeed, one is struck by how pragmatic
Navy fighter- and attack-acquisition became. Out of the Korean experience came
what were arguably the two finest American fighter aircraft developed in midcentury: the Vought F8U-1 (F-8) Crusader and
the McDonnell F4H-1 (F-4) Phantom II.
Both were designed to address shortfalls
that were revealed in Korea. In a way, the
F-8 and F-4 represented two sides of a
doctrinal divide opening up in the fighter
world—the perceived “old” era of close-in
maneuvering dogfighting and the forecasted “ new” era of beyond visual range
(BVR) missile shots against relatively benign targets. In fact, of course, this latter
view was seriously flawed, as Vietnam
would subsequently indicate.5
If the Korean conflict had given the
Navy a better vision of its future, such was

sult was the F-104. Instead of fulfilling the
realistic spectrum of air combat, the Mach
2 + F-104 overemphasized rate of climb
and brute speed. Both were values consistent with the Mach 2 + supersonic future
that the Air Force saw for itself, with the
prevailing doctrinal belief that speed
would obviate any need for classic dogfighting. While these were good attributes
for an interceptor, they were not enough
for a satisfactory air superiority fighter.6

The Century Series:
From MiG Alley to
Blind Alley
t

A vion ics c o s ts f o r the m o d e m fig h te r , su ch a s this F - J 5 E .
h a v e con tin u ed to e s c a la te sin ce the en d o f W orld W ar II.

not realiy the case with the Air Force. Like
the Navy, the Air F orc e ’s missions in
Korea had been primarily “ air to mud.”
Sixtv-four percent of Air Force missions
had been for interdiction or close air support. with only 20 percent going toward
air superiority— chiefly the muchheralded Sabre-versus-MiG war over the
Yalu River. Air Force pilots, too, marveled
at the fast-climbing MiG-15, sometimes
too much. The necessity for newer fighterbombers to replace the obsolete F-51 Mustang and the aging F-80 Shooting Star
drove development of the F-84 and F-86
series. It ensured that the service’s first
supersonic fighter, the F-100, would be a
swing-role air-to-air and air-to-ground airplane in the tradition of the fighters of the
Second World War. The encounters with
the MiG-15 in Korea caused a strong outcry among Air Force fighter pilots for a
cheap, lightweight, maneuverable, highperformance fighter to confront future
Soviet fighters. The effort to develop such
a fighter got seriously off track, for the re8

Today the survivors of the century series are—for the most part—in museums,
display parks, or mounted as “gate guardians” at various Air Force bases: the rest
were scrapped or, too often, planted themselves in smoking holes. If the F-104 represented a questionable response to the
Korean War experience, the other Air
Force fighters of the 1950s could be considered questionable products of the interplay of existing military thought, air
power assumptions, and the innate highspeed animus of the post-World War II
years. Air Force planners generally considered the Korean War an exception that
was not typical of the future. Despite the
occasional sharp clashes between Strategic
Air Command (SAC) and Tactical Air
Command (TAC) over control of the future
direction of the Air Force—clashes that
SAC clearly won—there was general unanimity that the future threat was primarily
intercontinental atomic warfare, despite
what was happening in Indochina,
Malaya. Algeria, and elsewhere.7
In this “new” world, the fighter was envisioned as primarily an interceptor, much
as it had been in the 1930s. At that time,
the apocalyptic vision of the strategic
bomber encouraged intensive interceptor
development. Sedate “pursuit-curve’ tactics by tightly controlled interceptor formations would be required to confront
marauding bombers. (This thinking cost a
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T he "fly by w ire" F -1 6 is c a p a b le o f fu lfillin g b o th a ir -to -a ir
a n d a ir-to-g rou n d m ission s—a versatility that p r o v e d
im m ensely p o p u la r with a i r f o r c e s throughout the w orld.

number of Royal Air Force fighter pilots
their lives when they tried it in 1940.) Yet.
in the war that followed, virtually all of
these interceptors— the Spitfire. Hurricane. Bf 109. P-38, and P-47, for example—
were called upon to function as swing-role
air-to-air and air-to-ground fighters. After
Korea, the threat of the hydrogen-bombarmed bomber triggered Air Force interest
in developing pursuit-curve-flying interceptors with sophisticated fire control systems data-linked to ground tracking, command, and control facilities. The
miniaturization of the atomic bomb and its
incorporation into weapons that could be
easily carried by a fighter-class airplane
worked its own unhealthy magic. Now the
fighter could itself serve as an atomicdelivery system. This was by no means
undesirable or indefensible; in fact, it
made good sense. But what did not make
sense was the next stage: developing aircraft called “fighters” but narrowly conceptualizing them as primarily nuclear-

9

strike airplanes and constraining their design accordingly. (The F-105 is the classic
example.) Thus, by the end of the
Eisenhower era, the Air Force’s peacetime
conceptualization of the fighter’s future
role was completelv out of sync with its
previous wartime r ord in every air war
since the fighter had first appeared in
1915. With the exception of the F-lOOs,
which owed enough to the swing-role F-86
in origin that they avoided either of the
two following extremes, the Air Force’s
century-series fight; rs were either interceptors (F-101B, F-102, F-104A, F-106) or.
on the other hand, ..ucieor-strike aircraft
(F-101A/C, F-104C, F-105). Not surprisingly, then, top-end speed— preferably
as close to Mach 2 as possible—continued
to predominate as the primary performance design consideration.8
The value of the century-series aircraft
to American defense in the 1950s and
early 1960s is open to serious question.
The Air Force acquired a total of 5,525
century-series “ fighters.” In reality, the
number of fighter aircraft actually available for what could be considered traditional air-to-air and air-to-ground missions

10
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(for example, air superiority dogfighting
and battlefield air support) was considerably smaller than the above total implies.
In fact, only 2,839 of the above could be
even remotely considered “ c la s s ic"
fighters in the World War I, the World War
II, or the present-day sense. Of this number, 201 were the tactical fighter versions
of the F-101 and F-104, and 685 were the
F-105, overtly intended for deep nuclear
strike, and were not really suitable (except
in a defensive emergency) for air-to-air
combat. Thus, at any point up to the Air
Force’s procurement of the Navy’s F4H-1
Phantom II, which was imposed by the
Department of Defense (DOD), one can
state that the only meaningful, genuine
swing-role fighter capability that the Air
Force possessed was in its many squadrons of F-lOOs. And of this total of 1,953
aircraft, it fell to the 1,274 F-lOODs—fully
mature fighter-bombers “ designed from
the ground up” for TAC—to really serve as
the Air Force’s tactical fighter cutting edge
pending acquisition of the Phantom in the
mid-1960s. These 1,274 aircraft represented but 23 percent of the century-series
aircraft the Air Force procured as fighters
from 1952 through 1964. The economic
implications of the century-series aircraft
for tactical forces are interesting. If, for example, the Air Force had procured only
the F-102 and F-106 as interceptors, the
money otherwise saved would have gone a
long way. For just the flyaway price—$1.3
billion—of the 650 F-101B and F-104A aircraft (not including their substantial
research,' development,
test,
and
evaluation—RDT&E—costs), the Air Force
could have more than doubled F-100D
production. The service could have procured over 1,622 additional F-lOODs or
had a substantial funding base with which
to develop a meaningful multimission
successor—one not so single-mission compromised as the F-105, which was the “official” F-100 fighter-bomber replacement
until the Kennedy administration forced
the F-4 on the service at the expense of
further F-105 production.
There are several other issues worth not-

ing regarding the development of fighter
aircraft in the period between Korea and
Vietnam. Of particular interest is the
failure of the Air Force to devote any great
amount of interest in practical vertical
and/or short takeoff and landing (VSTOL)
fighter aircraft. Aside from a few farfetched, speed-dominated studies in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, this subject
has traditionally languished. Another area
open to criticism is the service’s laggard
approach to munitions development—
particularly that of air-to-air missiles,
despite an interest in such weapons that
predated Korea. In Vietnam the Air Force
depended on the Navy-developed Sidewinder and Sparrow, both of which—
despite their own problems—significantly
outperformed the Air Force’s own Falcon.
Getting the Air Force to consider Sidewinder at all, in fact, had required the
personal intervention of Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Trevor Gardner to obtain a comparative flight-test evaluation;
Sidewinder-firing F-86s subsequently
made a spectacular debut in the 1958 Taiwan Strait crisis. Beyond the scope of this
essay but worthy of comment are the number of other munitions that were Navyderived and Air Force-employed in Southeast Asia: Shrike, Standard antiradiation
missile (ARM). Bullpup, Walleye, and the
Mk 82 Snakeye drag-retarded bomb, to
mention a few.9

The McNamara Era
Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara has come under a great deal of
criticism for his stewardship of the Department of Defense during the administrations of John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
B. Johnson. Unfortunately, there is much
to criticize, but there is much, too, that deserves a closer look, particularly his policies affecting subsequent American
fighter aircraft. McNamara greatly
strengthened the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (consequently diminishing the
role of the service secretaries and the mili-
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The A-IO. w h atev er its m erits, w as not the 1970s—80s
equ ivalent o f the fe a r s o m e P -4 7 T hu n derbolt o f W orld W ar

11.

S ecretary o f D efen se R o b ert S. M cN am ara's en fo rcem en t o f
in terserv ice com m on ality o f a ir c ra ft w o rk ed in the c a s e o f
the F -4 but not in the c a s e o f the P -1 1 1 .
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tary chiefs of staff). High on his agenda
was improving coordination and cooperation between the services, in part by deleting or combining duplicative programs
and development efforts. He directed the
acquisition of the F-4 and A-7 by the Air
Force and the development of a tactical
fighter experimental (TFX), which became
the F - l l l . McNamara has been justly criticized for the latter decision, but the
former— supplying the Air Force with
variants of the F-4 and A-7— is worthy of

12
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T o fu rn ish an in ex p en siv e m u ltipu rpose fig h te r f o r A m erica's
a llie s, th e D ep artm en t o f D efen se a u th o riz ed extensive
fo r e ig n s a le s o f the sw in g -ro le F -5 lightw eight fig h ter , still
o n e o f the m ost p r o lific a n d im portant w arp la n es in
in tern ation al se rv ice .

much more praise than it has received. Indeed. his initiatives restructured Air Force
fighter forces to meet the kind of realworld needs that the United States faced
in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
To understand McNamara’s commonality approach, one must make a distinction between usage by a service of an
aircraft in itia lly d e v e lo p e d fo r a n o th er
s e r v ic e and the join t s im u lta n eo u s d e v elo p m e n t o f a sin g le a ir c r a ft ty p e fo r
d u al-serv ice use. The F-4 and A-7 are examples of the former, while the TFX/F-111
is an example of the latter. As a rule, the
former category— taking an existing aircraft and modifying it for the needs of another service— has a much greater success

T o its slu>ck. th e A ir F o r c e fo u n d it s e lf in the early 1 9 60s
w ithout a fr o n tlin e fig h t e r o f its ow n to r e p la c e the agin g
F -1 0 0 . T h e resu lt tvas the acqu isition o f N a\ y-developed
F -4 P han tom l l s {h e r e show n en rou te to a target in Vietnam
in 1966. o n e w ithout b en e fit o f ca m o u fla g e).
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A lthough losin g the A ir F o r c e fl y - o f f co m p etition to the
YF-16. a m o d ified version o f the Y F -17 w ou ld fin d new life
a s the N avy's F IA -J8 .

rate than the latter. Further, there is a corollary that one can add concerning jointservice use: it is possible to take an aircraft
intended for shipboard service and modify
it successfully for operation from land.
However, it is extrem ely difficult to take a
land-based aircraft and m odify it for op eration from a ship without undertaking ex tensive revision and redesign of the a irplane. Failure to heed this dictum was one
of the most serious errors that prevented
the attainment of McNamara’s com monality goal with the TFX/F-111.
Justified on the grounds of saving approximately Si billion, the TFX/F-111 program eventually generated a loss of about
the same amount. Though much has been
written of the civilian-versus-military nature of decision making on the program,
the critical point too often ignored in discussions of the TFX/F-111 experience was
the basic in com p atibility o f d ev elop in g a
sin g le common a ir fr a m e to undertake
widely differing Air Force and Navy mis-
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sions. It has become fashionable in some
quarters since the time of the F - l l l to criticize McNamara’s naive belief in the
F - l l l . It must be noted, however, that
many senior Air Force officers were at that
time confident, optimistic, and even exuberant over the anticipated benefits that
they believed would accrue from this
joint-service,
multipurpose.
horsedesigned-by-a-committee airplane.10
If McNamara erred with the F - l l l , his
instincts with the F-4 and A-7 were absolutely correct. Tactical Air Command had
wished to replace the F-100 with the
F-105. But after President Kennedy took
office in 1961, McNamara directed the
study of several replacement candidates
for the F-100: the A4D attack bomber, the
F-4. and the F-105. In part, he was responding to the Army’s increasing discomfort that the “ tactical fighters” deployed by the Air Force— such as the
massive F-105— were largely aircraft intended primarily for nuclear strike and, as
such, were unsuited to furnishing the kind
of battlefield air support that the Army
sought. Additionally, however, there was
a rising climate of dissatisfaction with the
Air Force’s fighter procurement strategy
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within a newly created Systems Analysis
Office in DOD headed by Dr Alain
Enthoven. The results of this activity, together with a cost-effectiveness study that
supported F-4 acquisition, encouraged
McNamara's excellent decision in late
1961 directing the Air Force to procure the
Phantom. Eventually, the Air Force
acquired 2,675 Phantoms for its own use,
with extensive foreign sales as well.
Further, the F-4 acquisition enabled
McNamara to achieve his goal of expanding the Air Force tactical fighter wing
structure from 18 to 24 wings.11
McNamara’s decision on the Air Force
version of the Navy’s A-7 attack airplane
followed his decision on the F-4 and re-

,4 fla s h y hut lim ited-utility in tercep to r a n d n u clear-strike
a ir p la n e , the F -1 0 4 p r o v e d disap p oin tin g both
co n v en tio n a l h o m h -d r o p p e r an d a s a d o g fig h ter.

as

a

fleeted his continued belief that the Air
Force needed to strengthen its close-airsupport (CAS) commitment to the Army
and that this could best be accomplished
by equipping the service with numbers of
specialized attack aircraft. It was also, in
its own way, a “replace the F-100” issue,
since the aging low-payload F-100 was the
Air Force’s primary air-to-ground CAS airplane at the time. For a while, the lightweight Northrop N-156F (the F-5) loomed
as a possible candidate. By the fall of
1965, however, TAC and Air Staff spokesmen had convinced—though it had not
been a difficult sell— both Gen John
McConnell (the Air Force chief of staff)
and Harold Brown (the secretary of the Air
Force) that (1) the A-7 rather than the F-5
was a better airplane for the battlefield
support role because of its much better
payload, and (2) a special cannon-armed
version of the F-4. dubbed the tactical
strike fighter (TSF), should be acquired to
complement the all-missile F-4s already
introduced into service. Brown and
McConnell bought off on the conclusions.
Seeing the mix of F-4s, A-7s, TSFs, and
F - l l l s as an ideal future force structure,
they recommended implementation to
McNamara in early November 1965. The
secretary of defense approved the A-7
immediately but balked at the TSF on
grounds of cost and time delays, initially
disapproving it before eventually reconsidering and authorizing go-ahead eight
months later, in mid-July 1966. The TSF
became the F-4E, the most versatile and
successful of the entire Phantom family.12

Vietnam
Although a wide range of Air Force
fighter, bomber, and attack aircraft operated over North Vietnam, the only two
that really flew consistently against the
MiG-17, -19, and -21s were the F-4C. D.
and Es, and the F-105s. While the F-4s
flew offensive fighter sweeps, F-105s
fought no-less-deadly defensive air com-
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O riginally d es ig n ed to serv e a s a n u clea r w ea p o n s strike
a ircra ft, the F -1 0 5 . flo w n with c o u r a g e a n d ela n , w as u sed in
a num ber o f d iv erse r o le s in S ou th east A sia a n d took
fe a r s o m e losses.

bats. Overall, of the 135 MiG kills by Air
Force fighters. F-105s shot down 27 (all
MiG-17s) and F-4s shot down a total of
107 MiGs; there was one shared kill.
Thirty-five Air Force F-4s and 21 F-105s
fell to MiGs. Air Force fighter crews thus
destroyed 2.41 MiGs per fighter loss; in
contrast. Navy and Marine fighter crews
destroyed 5.6 MiGs per friendly fighter
loss. The 8:1 ratio of World War II and the
10:1 ratio of Korea were things of the past:
an exchange rate of 2.41 to 1 clearly necessitated changes in tactics, training, and
acquisition.13
The Vietnamese experience, and the
lesson the Israeli Air Force offered in 1967
of just how deadly a traditionally oriented
fighter force could be, elicited two responses from the Air Force and Navy.14
The first response was a total change in
fighter weapons training. The so-called
fighter weapons schools of the Navy and
Air Force, which emphasized air combat
hassling in the tradition of the Second
World War and Korea, were revitalized.
The results of training could be incorpo-
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rated in combat in a much briefer span of
time than developing and fielding a new
fighter force. Following Korea, the air
combat “ lessons learned’’ from F-86s
versus MiG-15s had been distilled into an
influential fighter primer entitled “ No
Guts, No Glory!” by Frederick C. (“Boots”)
Blesse.15 Sadly, however, the lessons had
largely been ignored. Writing in 1968 Gen
Bruce K. Holloway, himself a noted fighter
ace, stated that
between 1954 and 1962, the USAF training
curriculum for fighter pilots included little,
if any. air-to-air combat. This omission was
partly a result of doctrine, which then regarded tactical fighters prim arily as a means
for delivering nuclear ordnance [emphasis
added|. It was partly a reflection of concern
for flying safety. In any event, as late as October 1963, it was reported that only four of
30 pilots in one fighter squadron had ever
shot aerial gunnery.16

This revitalized fighter training, emphasizing air combat maneuvering and stressing
the continuity of the fighter experience
from the days of Oswald Boelcke and
Edward Mannock of the First World War,
was in place in time for the renewed and
intensified air war that broke out in
1972.17
The second response to the disturbingly
low victory/loss rate in Vietnam was a
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A m erica 's fir s t com b a t-w o rth y sw in g -ro le j e t fig h te r , the
P -80, was a ty p ica l first-g en e ra tio n je t w a rp la n e, blen din g
the esta blish ed a erod y n am ics o f the subsonic p ro p e lle r-d r iv en
a ir p la n e with the rev olu tion ary je t engine.

clamor for better fighter aircraft, particularly highly maneuverable airplanes
having excellent acceleration, agility, visibility, an internal gun system, and a
thrust-to-weight ratio exceeding one. Vietnam, it may be said, provided the impetus
for the sixth-generation superfighters of
the late 1970s and 1980s: the F-14, F-15,
F-16, and F/A-18. So, too, did the threat of
a new generation of Soviet fighters, particularly after the 1967 Tushino air show,
where a wide range of prototype fighters
was displayed before Western observers.
While many of these remained in the prototype stage, others did spawn operational
derivatives in the same fifth-generation
category as the F-4.

The Road to the Present
The first of the sixth-generation fighters,
the F-14, was born of the abortive F - l l l
experience. The Navy and the Grumman
Corporation, having done the best they

could to turn this unsuitable plane into a
fighter, were able to convince Congress to
cancel the program and allow the service
to procure its own fighter unencumbered
by the dubious requirement for commonality. The result was the F-14A Tomcat, which first flew at the end of 1970.
Production deliveries began in May 1972,
two months before the first flight of an Air
Force sixth-generation equivalent, the
F-15A Eagle.18
The evolution of the F-15, F-16, and
F/A-18 is intertwined. All stemmed from
Air Force research and development, and
all were largely products of what some
termed the F ig h ter M afia, a small, key
group of individuals dedicated to breaking
the traditional post-1945 dogmas that had
afflicted fighter development, particularly
after the Korean War. There were four key
individuals in this mafia: Charles
(“Chuck”) Myers, a former test pilot and
Lockheed salesman turned private consultant: Maj (subsequently Col) John R.
Boyd, Pierre Sprey of the Systems Analysis Office within DOD; and Col Everest
Riccioni. One "outsider” deserves more
attention for his part in reasserting the primacy of the air superiority fighter within
the Air Force: Maj Gen Arthur C. Agan,
the Air Staff’s director of plans. Agan, a
former World War II fighter pilot, triggered
the first interest in a new highperformance air combat fighter in the tradition of those of the Second World War.
He established a prestigious study group
of fighter aces and pilots to examine the
future of Air Force fighter development. In
May 19&5, armed with their report, Agan
sold Gen John P. McConnell, then the
chief of staff, on the notion of acquiring a
new air superiority fighter. From the work
of these five men sprang the F-15 and the
F-XX—which inspired the so-called lightweight fighter (LWF) technology demonstration program between the General Dynamics YF-16 and Northrop YF-17, and
which ultimately resulted in the F-16 and
F/A-18 fighters.19
It is interesting to note that there was a
“bubble-up” quality to the development of
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these advanced airplanes arising largely
from the midlevel defense and military
bureaucracies. Proponents had to battle
the aerospace engineering community's
notions that future fighters should merely
extrapolate the kind of “ bigger, faster,
heavier, more complex” thinking that had
governed so much of the century series.
This thinking had resulted in a proposed
future experimental fighter, the F-X. a
60.000+ pound. Mach 2.7 aircraft with a
thrust-to-vveight ratio of 0.75. It was this
proposal that Boyd “summarily rejected”
in October 1966 after joining the Tactical
Division of the Air Staff Directorate of Requirements. A graduate engineer, fighter
pilot, and fighter tactics instructor, Boyd
argued persuasively that control and
propulsion technology advances in
place could enable the development of
lighter, energy-efficient fighters that

The F -1 0 0 w as the last o f th e “C entury S e r ie s “ o f su p erso n ic
je t fig h ter s that h a d a g en u in e sw in g -role a ir -to -a ir an d
a ir-to-g rou n d ability until the introduction o f the F -4.
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could trade off speed, thrust, weight, and
drag loadings to achieve “ energy
maneuverability.”20
Boyd’s thinking found increasingly
strong support within the Air Staff. By the
mid-1960s, men who had flown fighters as
junior officers in the Second World War
and who were uncomfortable with the
overspecialization of the fighter into an interceptor on one hand and an attack airplane on the other were shifting more and
more into positions of command. Air
Force Vice Chief of Staff Gen Bruce K.
Holloway, a distinguished fighter ace.
wrote in 1968 (by which time Boyd and
his colleagues had succeeded in reformulating the gestating F-X) that
[after] 1953. air superiority, so far as fighter
aircraft were concerned, was again limited
largely to the defense of the U.S. against enemy bombers. Our tactical fighters were designed primarily for nuclear war where penetration was more important than maneuverability, ordnance load-carrying ability
more important than armament, alert status
more important than sustained sortie rates.

18
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The tactical fighter became less and less an
air superiority system, more and more what
once was called an attack aircraft.
Since the beginning of jet aviation, it is
only in the last three years that real recognition has been given to the need for a true air
superiority fighter in the types of war most
likely to occur. With the exception of the F-4
we do not even now have a first-line tactical
fighter that was designed primarily for air-toair combat and only secondarily for the reconnaissance. interdiction, and close air support roles of tactical aviation. We now see
quite clearly the need fo r one [emphasis
added|.2’

The airplane he was referring to, of
course, was the recast F-X, which had
been under development since 1966, and
which in October 1968 would become the
F-15. Whenever a notion is discredited
and replaced with another one, the initial

result is usually as diametrically extreme
as the one replaced. In the case of the
F-15, which followed two decades of
building aircraft to a fighter formula that
had led inexorably to the F - l l l , the result
was a profound emphasis on air-to-air
combat performance only. In the F-15 System Program Office (SPO) at WrightPatterson AFB, partisans worked under a
banner that read “ Not a pound for air-toground!’’22 This, of course, ultimately
proved as farfetched as ignoring the air-toair mission would have. With the exception of a few specialized interceptors, virAn F -8 6 test-fires “M ighty M ouse" ro c k e ts fr o m a
re tra c ta b le lau n chin g p o d b en ea th its fu s e la g e . The Air
F o r c e to o k a less-th a n -a g g ressiv e a p p r o a c h in pursuing
a ir -to -a ir m issile (AAM) tech n olog y in the 1950s a n d early
196 0 s a n d eventually re lie d h eav ily on N a vy-developed
AAMs during the V ietnam W ar.
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T he F -8 6 g a in e d d o m in a n ce o v e r M iC s in the sk ies o f K o rea .
L a ter variants p r o v e d effec tiv e in an in terd iction role.

tu ally all a ir superiority fig h ter aircraft
that have fou ght in wars sin ce the First
World War have been called upon to drop
bombs an d a tta c k ground targets. However. it is important to note that while air
superiority fighters have been successfully
modified as bomb droppers, there are no
cases of “going the other way”—taking a
dedicated ground attacker and making it
into a decent fighter. If the Air Force
“erred” in stressing the F-15’s counterair
mission, it was better that it emphasize
air-to-air performance, for that was the
side that traditionally had to dominate in
the development of a decent fighterbomber. (Eventually, the Air Force did
proceed with a competitive evaluation of
F-15 and F-16 variants for the interdiction
role, leading to the F-15E.) Several key factors enabled the creation of the F-15, particularly electronic stability augmentation
systems that were, in effect, firstgeneration fly-by-wire flight control systems, smaller and more capable air-to-air
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radars, and the lightweight high-thrust afterburning turbofan engines. The F-15
completed its maiden flight in July 1972;
it entered squadron service in November
1974, achieving initial operational ca pability (IOC) with TAC the following
September.23
Given how suitable the F-15 would ultimately prove to be for both the air superiority and air-to-ground roles, it is somewhat ironic that in 1968 (fearful that the
Mach 2 + F-15 would turn out to be just
another big, fast sled) Boyd, Sprey, and
the others began arguing for a highly agile,
single-engine, and less-than-Mach 2 “austere” fighter, the so-called F-XX. They
were unsuccessful in getting the Air Staff
to redirect the F-15 program again—a wise
decision on the part of the Air Force. Instead, the climate of thought that they proposed with the F-XX germinated at the
end of the summer of 1971 in the so-called
lightweight fighter program. The LWF program received a significant boost by a dramatic redirection of defense acquisition in
June 1970, when then-president Richard
M. Nixon’s “ Blue Ribbon Defense Panel”
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recommended ending so-called total package procurement and returning to competitive prototyping, something that had been
abandoned since the late 1950s.24
Ultimately this interest spawned a competitive fly-off between the General Dynamics YF-16 and the Northrop YF-17,
and out of this fly-off came both the F-16
and F-18 airplanes. Although ostensibly
intended for technology demonstration,
there was little doubt that the “ winning”
aircraft would have an excellent chance
for full-scale production. In mid-January
1975, the Air Force declared the YF-16 the
winner, awarding a contract for full-scale
development. The first F-16A, which was
a slightly larger and more refined aircraft
than the YF-16 demonstrator, flew in December 1976. The Air Force activated its
first F-16 squadron in January 1979,
roughly a decade from the time the fighter
mafia initially called for its development.
Widespread foreign sales followed. (The
YF-16/YF-17 competition was a win-win
situation for both contestants, for the losing YF-17 was subsequently adopted, in
greatly modified form, as the basis for the
McDonnell Douglas F/A-18. Mirroring
pilot opinion of the F-15 and F-16. naval
aviators generally were enthusiastic over
its performance.)25
Unlike the F-15, the F-16 was a true flyby-wire aircraft, using three computers
constantly "voting” on each other's performance to maintain control of what was
basically an unstable airplane. The F-16
thus possessed superlative maneuverability. really making it a six-and-one-halfgeneration airplane, demonstrating performance only now being approached by
foreign designs such as the Soviet MiG-29,
the European fighter aircraft (EFA), Israeli
Lavi, French Rafale, and Swedish Gripen.
It is worth noting that going beyond the
original air superiority intentions of its
parents, the Air Force acquired the F-16 as
a dual-role air-to-air an d air-to-ground
fighter-bomber. By acquiring it. the Air
Force intended to complement the more
expensive and capable F-15 carrying a mix
of medium- and short-range air-to-air mis-

siles with a cheaper swing-fighter carrying
Sidewinders that could assist in winning
the air battle, and then fight airland war. It
is the F-16’s multimission capabilities that
subsequently resulted in orders for 3,000
of this type aircraft, placing it among the
most successful of postwar jet fighters.
What was it that made these latter
machines— particularly the F-15, F-16,
and F/A-18—so desirable and successful
compared to their predecessors? First and
foremost, it was the climate of hard, pragmatic thought from which they sprang—a
thought rooted in the combat experiences
of Europe, the Pacific, MiG Alley, North
Vietnam, and the Middle East— coupled
with insightful appreciation of how future
warfare was likely to evolve and what contemporary and future technology could realistically offer. As for the airplanes themselves, they were successful because they
offered a package of attributes rather than
overemphasizing any one quality such as
speed. The advantages that these aircraft
possessed reflected the shrewd application of available technology. These advantages included extraordinary agility, superlative handling qualities, sophisticated
user-friendly avionics, greatly improved
reliability and maintainability, intensive
incorporation of human-factor considerations, enhanced flight safety, and unprecedented weapons accuracy. In addition,
they had the ability to be configured for
both air-to-air and air-to-ground missions
and to carry a variety of weapons. Finally,
they had an innate ability to be adapted
for a variety of other roles. All were
qualities previously lacking in the fighters
the Air Force had procured for its own use
since Korea, and even the Navy-derived
workhorse, the F-4, had proven deficient
in most of them. The sixth-generation aircraft were so clearly superior to their fifthgeneration predecessors that there was a
pronounced bias away from anything associated with the uncien regime (presixthgeneration aircraft). This was dramatically
affirmed a half decade ago by the failure of
Northrop to sell the otherwise generally
excellent F-20 Tigershark. a derivation of
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the F-5 that incorporated a great deal of
sixth-generation advances.26
Aircraft design has always involved the
integration of diverse technologies—
aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, controls, avionics—to synergisticallv achieve
capabilities. The sixth generation of
fighters accomplish this at levels previously unattainable and point the way for
future development as well—a seventh
generation (of which the YF-22 and YF-23
are the first) stressing greater reliance on
built-in low observables, electronic flight
control systems, avionics, weapons integration and management, integrated fire
and flight controls, reliability and maintainability, modular design approaches,
sophisticated seventh-generation propulsion. possible sensor fusion, improved
pilot displays including "pilot associate”
technology, and the like. In the fighter future, however, such glamorous technology
must not dominate planning and management factors, for as the history of
post-1945 Air Force fighter development
clearly reveals, what is more important is
how well planners an ticip ate future warfighting environments, u n d erstan d the
systems acquisition process and what it
can accomplish for them, comprehend the
state of technology to meet the needs that
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(hopefully) they have thought out, and—
yes— a p p r e c ia t e national political and
economic nuances. In the last analysis,
failure to realistically address these factors
brought forth the disappointments of the
1950s and early 1960s. Addressing them
spawned the remarkably successful sixthgeneration fighters.
Today. Air Force decision makers grapple with the development of the seventhgeneration advanced tactical fighter (ATF).
which incorporates the services' and industry’s best current answers to such generic questions as how much maneuverability is enough; is sustained
supersonic cruise necessary; how much
“ stealth” is desirable; is there a role for
‘‘supermaneuverability”; what is the ideal
weapon, sensor, and avionics mix for
next-generation fighter and attack aircraft;
and should future fighters be specialized
or multirole aircraft. They should not automatically assume that the ATF or any
other subsequent Air Force fighter will be
the newest heir of a long line of successful
fighters. Rather, they traverse a dangerous
mire, hopefully cognizant that all too frequently, the path of post-World War II Air
Force fighter development has been
fraught with pitfalls and littered with the
detritus of mediocrity.
□
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tion with the USSR continues to diminish.
10 years saw an advanceAt first blush, this outbreak of peace
ment of a US military presence in
would seem to spell the end of any expanspace unlike any peacetime expansion of a military role in space. If no spacesion of a new theater of operations.
faring nation is an enemy, why should the
The creation of the Air Force Space ComUnited States bother with a space military?
mand (AFSPACECOM) and the US Space
The
answer is that, as the superpowers
Command (USSPACECOM). together with
loosen their sway over the other countries
the visions of the Strategic Defense Initiaof the world, the number of nations with
tive (SDI), gave the impression that the
the potential to create crises— with or
United States intended to pursue a miliwithout nuclear weapons— increases.
tary presence in space with the same vigor
that it used to strengthen strategic offenFurthermore, for most of the space age,
sive forces in the 1950s and 1960s. At the
space systems merely augmented terclose of the eighties, however, the tensions
restrial systems and operations. Over the
between the East and West that caused
past 10 years, however, the situation has
such a buildup began to crumble with the
reversed, and many terrestrial systems
Berlin wall. The likelihood of large-scale
now augment or serve as backups for space
combat in Europe and strategic confronta-
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tions. weather, navigation, and reconnaissance. This trend holds true not only for
military systems but also for large commercial industries. Thus, the rapidly
changing world order and the dependence
of US military and industrial assets on
space systems justify the need for a US
space control capability.
During the eighties, the subject of space
control devolved into a discussion of
space weapons, whether simple antisatellite (ASAT) weapons or the complex
systems of SDL Such weapons, however,
make up only one of the components for
real space control. That is, space control
entails both free access to space and the
ability to deny this access to a potential
enemy. Further, one must remember that
control does not necessarily imply deterrence. The latter is a political rather than a
military concept. To assure true space control. the United States must secure access
to space before it develops weapons to
deny access to others.

Establishing Access
to Space
In On S pace W arfare: A Space Power Doctrine, Lt Col David Lupton outlines what
he considers the five pillars of space
power: logistics, personnel, reconnaissance and surveillance, weapons, and organization of force s.1 Interestingly, he
places logistics first. Indeed, since logistics
includes'the launch systems for getting
into space, this ranking makes sense. After
all, space-control weapons that lack the
means to access space are little more than
small-scale doomsday weapons. The ability to deny access to space is of little consequence to a country that has no access
itself.
Air Force Doctrine on Access to Space
The type of force needed to access space is
different from the one needed to deny access. Lupton illustrates this difference by
using a naval analogy. For example, the lo-

gistics of accessing space are comparable
to the function of a merchant fleet. Moreover, weapons for denying access to space
are analogous to submarines and surface
ships that strike against other ocean vessels. This analogy is also implicit in the
basic principles of the US space program
contained in AFM 1 -6 , M ilitary Space
Doctrine:
[The United States] rejects any claims to sovereignty by any nation over space or over celestial bodies, or any portion thereof, and rejects any limitations on the fundamental
right to acquire data from space.
[The United States) considers the space systems of any nation to be national property
with the right of passage through and operation in space without interference. Purposeful interference with space systems shall be
viewed as an infringement upon sovereign
rights.2

Terms such as right o f p a ssa g e bring to
mind the right of passage in international
waters, just as referring to spacecraft as national property is in keeping with current
tenets of international law on the high
seas.
But AFM 1-6 fails to adequately address
the duality of space control (in fact, the
term sp ace control does not appear in the
document). Rather, the manual speaks
somewhat haphazardly about a duality of
programs: military (i.e., national security)
and civilian. The portion dealing with the
national security aspects of the space program and what should be done turns into a
laundry list of technological programs
(e.g., those dealing with survivability and
endurance) and systems being developed
or already fielded (e.g.. ASAT. early warning). Although the manual states that “the
Air Force must continue to prepare for
quick reaction launch and short-time regeneration and turn-around for space
launches from more survivable facilities.”
one must note that this comment on
launch capability appears in the section on
future activities.3 Thus, Air Force doctrine
considers the capability for space access,
including launchers and logistics support.
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The c en terp iec e o f US s p a c e e ffo rts f o r o v e r a d e c a d e , the
s p a c e shu ttle re p r e s e n ts the v agu e d em a rca tio n betw een
m ilitary an d civ ilian s p a c e efforts. By relying on the sp a c e
shuttle, w e m ay h a v e d o n e serio u s h arm to o u r m ilitary's
ability to a c c e s s s p a c e in w artim e.

to be of secondary importance— it can be
added later.
Military Views on Access to Space
At least two senior commanders recognize
the two facets of space control, if not their
relative importance. Gen John L.
Piotrowski. commander in chief of
USSPACECOM, points out that the current
US space infrastructure is not adequate for
war fighting.4 He also emphasizes that the
needs of battlefield commanders demand
that US launch capabilities have speed
and flexibility:
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The launch structure must be capable of reconstituting degraded or destroyed spacecraft
on demand. To this end. then, operational requirements must drive the design and development of space systems, launch vehicles
and launch priorities.15

Gen Crosbie E. Saint, commander in chief
of US Army in Europe, is also aware of deficiencies in our wartime launch capability
and worries that the Soviets could replace
all of their satellites in two or three
months, assuming they have spares on
hand.'5 Nevertheless, General Saint believes that ASATs are more important to
the US than is launch capability:
The contemporary NATO commander wants
to see the entire battlefield. And he fully appreciates that the side which controls space
may well prove to be the victor. From my
forward-deployed observation post, I see an
effective ASAT system as the key to the control of space and also conceivably as the key
to victory.7
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Similarly. General Piotrovvski emphasizes weaponry rather than launch
capability:
Even worse, our current space force is onedimensional. It has no offensive capability.
We lack an anti-satellite system to deny the
enemy the combat support he desires from
space.8

Furthermore, General Piotrowski’s recent
article in US Naval Institute P roceedings
reveals his preference for denial of access
as a means of space control. He argues that
the US needs the ASAT because the Soviets will use space as a force multiplier to
increase the cost-effectiveness of forces
constrained by shrinking budgets.9 Yet, he
does not advocate that the US use space as
a force multiplier by enhancing its spacesupport infrastructure. Like Air Force
doctrine, both commanders emphasize the
offensive aspect of space control— the
ASAT.

Problems with ASATs

Although ASAT weapons are an integral
jart of space control, they probably should
lot have first priority for several reasons,
•urst, the last 15 years have seen considerible resistance to ASAT weapons, and
here is no reason to think it will lessen,
jarticularly with the easing of East-West
ensions. For example, the congressional
)an on ASAT testing prevented tests of the
M 5 miniature homing vehicle (MHV)
\SAT:
The Secretary of Defense may not carry out a
test of the Space Defense System (antisatellite weapon) involving the miniature
homing vehicle against an object in space until the President certifies to Congress that the
Soviet Union has conducted, after the date of
the enactment of this act, a test against an object in space of a dedicated antisatellite
weapon.10
A lthough the A ir F o r c e h a s a b o u t 54 Titan II m issiles (left) on
hand f o r fu tu re s p a r e la u n ch es, it h a s no co m p reh en siv e p la n
for a c c e s s in g s p a c e in an em erg en cy . O th er h ea v y -lift
su ch a s the Titan IIIC (right), a r e a v a ila b le f o r
la u n ch es during p e a c e tim e , hut they req u ire a long
lead lim e a n d ca n b e la u n ch ed fr o m only tw o sites in the US.

vehicles,
talelhle
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Ironically, the House Armed Services
Committee has fully funded the new
ASAT development effort currently
headed by the Army and even added $20
million for laser research. Nevertheless,
the committee banned use of the Navy's
mid-infrared advanced chemical laser
(MIRACL) at White Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico, in tests against space targets." Unless the world political situation
changes and the Soviets resume ASAT
testing. Congress is unlikely to allow anything other than lab testing of possible
ASAT components.
Second, current budget constraints will
likely prevent the approval of any new
weapon system. Changes in Europe and attempts by Department of Defense (DOD)
officials to cut $180 billion from the Five
Year Defense Program (FYDP) during FY
1992 through FY 1994 will probably slow
down or scrap the development of major
weapon systems that already have strong
constituencies.12 Defense spending, which
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peaked in 1986 at 6.5 percent of the gross
national product (GNP) has slipped to 6
percent of the GNP.13
Third, because of reliability problems
with their satellites, the Soviets have to
launch more of them during a given year
than does the United States. Consequently,
the Soviets have a greater surge or reconstitution ability in launch vehicles.14 The
point of an attrition strategy is to reduce
enemy forces to prevent mission accomplishment and to prevent reduction of
one’s own forces. If I destroy 10 enemy satellites but mv enemy launches 10 more
and accomplishes his mission, then I lose.
The US does not have the wartime launch
capacity to make an ASAT attrition strategy credible.
Fourth, an ASAT war of attrition produces considerable collateral damage. Debris in a space war would act just like
shrapnel in a terrestrial conflict. But
shrapnel on earth falls to the ground in a
few seconds, whereas debris in space continues in orbit— usually a very unpredictable one— until it hits something or falls
into the atmosphere. A high-speed collision in space only serves to create more
shrapnel. Hence. Carl von Clausewitz’s
“fog of war" takes on a deadly significance
in space. The Soviets inadvertently demonstrated this fact during their ASAT testing in the seventies, which was responsible for 9 percent of the space objects
currently tracked by the US m ilitary.15
Conceivably, then, more US satellites
could b.e destroyed by collateral damage
than by direct Soviet attack.

The Need for Access to Space
Despite these formidable obstacles, military leaders should judge future systems
by how well they will contribute to war
fighting. If new systems such as the ASAT
are truly needed to carry out national
security policy, then the services should
promote them. But USSPACECOM and
AFSPACECOM should have a methodical
approach to space control. If the United

States continues to justify the ASAT on
the grounds of its deterrent value, then our
first priority should be the development of
a responsive and survivable launch capability, which we will need to pursue a
space war of attrition. Such a war demands much more than simply denying
access to space; we must be able to reach
space and quickly replace damaged or destroyed systems. The bottom line is that
the US must be able to accomplish its
mission.
Military Launch Systems. Having access
to space is also essential for the effective
monitoring of incidents short of war. Controlling a crisis may require that space surveillance and reconnaissance assets be
changed or moved rapidly by means of inexpensive, quick-reaction systems. Alternatively, the US could maintain enough
systems in orbit for constant global
coverage or modify orbiting assets for multiple orbit changes. Although these measures satisfy the need for flexibility while
monitoring a crisis, they do not address
the problem of rapid replacement if the
crisis escalates. That scenario calls for an
adequate launch capability and accompanying logistics support. The Air Force is
already studying these matters through its
responsive replacement vehicle and its
tactical satellite (TACSAT) programs.16
The Army and Navy are also looking into
the use of small, quickly launched satellites for communications and reconnaissance.17 Furthermore, the British Defence
Ministry is studying a proposal to use
rings of two-pound satellites (Nanosats) for
communications with deployed troops.18
Help in establishing a responsive launch
capability may also come from US industry and research groups.
Commercial Launch Systems. Orbital
Science Corporation (OSC) of Fairfax, Virginia, produces the Pegasus and Taurus
launchers. Fifty feet long and 50 inches in
diameter, the delta-wing Pegasus uses
solid propellant and resembles an overgrown cruise missile. Currently launched
from the National Aeronautical and Space
Administration's B-52 at Edwards A1B,
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California, the Pegasus is designed to put a
500-pound payload in a 300-nautical-mile
polar orbit. Assuming that the booster sections are already mated, launch time from
arrival of the payload is six days.19 At least
two launches of the Pegasus are scheduled
for 1990.20 Still in the concept phase is
OSC's Taurus, essentially a groundlaunched Pegasus, minus the wing and
control fins, mounted atop a Peacekeeper
first stage. This launch vehicle could put
3,000 pounds in low polar orbit or 3,700
pounds in low earth orbit (due east). The
proposed timeline for a Taurus mission is
19 days from analysis of mission requirements to postflight activities.21 Conceiv-

O ur sen io r m ilitary le a d ers h ip a rg u e s that an ASAT system is
n ecessa ry f o r s p a c e co n tr o l, bu t it m ay d o m o re h arm than
g o o d . W e sh ou ld ex p lo re o th e r d efen siv e m ean s an d establish
a qu ick, r e lia b le rela u n ch ca p a b ility .
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ably, predeployment of the system with an
inventory of standard satellite packages
could reduce this time even further.
The rail gun is another source of quicklaunch capability. The advanced applications group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California is planning
to launch a small projectile in a 200kilometer suborbital flight in January 1991
using a rail gun known as a hydrogen gas
coil gun. The Livermore group is one of
three organizations in the US exploring the
use of coil guns to boost small payloads
into orbit. A full-scale, gas-powered coil
gun would cost about $467 million, would
be three-quarters of a mile long, and could
put a 4,000-kilogram payload into orbit.
Because coil guns subject their payloads to
high G forces, these devices are suitable
for launching only raw materials or
machinery.22
In addition to quick-reaction boosters,
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the commercial space industry is exploring the use of small, simple satellites like
the Air Force’s TACSAT. For example, Orbital Science Corporation has requested
Federal Communications Commission approval to orbit 20 small satellites (330
pounds each) in 600-mile orbits to provide
short message transmission and position
data.2J And Hughes Aircraft Company
wishes to launch a 250-pound, remotesensing, commercial satellite known as a
sea wide field sensor (SeaWiFS) into a
700-kilometer polar orbit to monitor
oceans for fishing and environmental
interests.-4
Such efforts are a good start, but they
need to be tied to a clear, cohesive plan for
space control. If this launch capability is
portrayed as nothing more than a desirable
augmentation to terrestrial operations, it
has little chance of surviving a climate of
economic austerity.

Defensive Weapons
After establishing an operational launch
capability, the United States must protect
its space assets with defensive weapons—
but not ASATs. Whereas most arguments
advocating ASATs are couched in the language of deterrence (i.e., offense as defense). defensive weapons in the military
sense of the term are for protection rather
than retaliation. In AFM 1-6, the United
States asserts that it “will pursue activities
in space in support of its right of selfdefense.1’25 Certainly, there is precedent
for this assertion. Returning to our naval
analogy, a carrier task force projects naval
air power but dedicates quite a bit of this
capability to protecting itself. Indeed, US
F - I 4 s shot down Libyan MiGs over the
Mediterranean in defense of a US carrier.
Self-defense on the high seas is an accepted principle of international law. The
same principle should hold true for space
systems.
Systems developed to defend high-value
space assets are both politically feasible
and militarily useful. If they are designed
with little or no offensive capability, these

weapons could help blunt an enemy
ASAT attack yet pose no threat to other
nations. Kinetic kill vehicles (KKV) seem
best suited for this purpose. These selfguided missiles have a limited range and a
discriminating kill mechanism (i.e., direct
transfer of kinetic energy by collision). In
contrast, a nuclear or high-explosive projectile has a less discriminating kill mechanism and, therefore, greater potential as
an offensive weapon. Similarly, directed
energy weapons such as lasers and particle
beams are quite discriminating but perhaps more powerful than necessary for
this purpose. Furthermore, their long
range makes them easily adaptable to an
offensive role.
High-value, low-orbit reconnaissance
satellites are logical choices for KKV protection. As with naval vessels, the US
would establish a keep-out zone encompassing protected satellites and warn other
space-faring nations against interfering
with these satellites. Thus, a KKV attack
on unauthorized spacecraft would constitute a defense of national property
rather than an offensive threat to other
satellites.

Denying Access to Space
Only after establishing an effective
launch capability and a system for defending satellites should the United States turn
its efforts to denying adversaries access to
space by means of offensive weapons (e.g.,
ASATs). One must question, however,
whether this objective would best be
served by a ground-based ASAT—the type
currently being pursued. These systems
are restricted in that the targets must come
to them. Even the miniature homing vehicle developed by the Air Force to be fired
from an F-15—although theoretically deployable to any air base— had to launch in
a specific window against selected targets.
Such ASAT systems have the operational
characteristics of coastal artillery: they are
quite deadly, but only if the enemy comes
close enough.

SPACE CONTROL

More probably, the best way to deny access to space is by using space-based
weapons. Lupton described the use of a
space cruiser armed with either kineticenergy or directed-energy weapons and
operated like a warship.26 In fact, both
types of weapons would be useful. The
kinetic-energy weapons— the KKVs—
would protect the cruiser, while the
directed-energy weapon—either a laser or
a neutral particle beam—would fire on enemy satellites. The long-range feature of
directed-energy weapons makes them well
suited for warfare in space, where vast distances between spacecraft would be the
norm. Granted, such a cruiser would be
difficult to field in the short term. This article, however, assumes a methodical
buildup of space capability. Therefore,
when the time came to consider building
such a vehicle, after the launch and defensive systems were in place, the step would
be evolutionary rather than revolutionary.
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CHALLENGE
AND RESPONSE
Lt C o l Ph il l ip S. Meil in g er , USAF
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Y THE year 2000, the United
States military will be completely
new. The fundamental assumptions that have governed its size,
composition, and focus have been unhinged in a staggeringly short period of
time. The perception of a diminished military threat, combined with economic im-
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peratives occasioned by record budget deficits. will produce enormous changes.
Whom, when, where, and how the military
will fight (if, indeed, it is necessary to fight
at all) have become basic questions. It is
essential that our military and civilian
leaders consider this situation with open,
flexible minds. The world will always be a
dangerous place in which to live; such is
human nature. Thus, the US has a vital interest in minimizing the dangers and risks
that it faces. The world is changing, and
we must change along with it. Specifically,
the US Air Force must adjust to meet the
challenges of a far different environment.
By employing the following process, we
can clarify our vision of the future Air
Force: (1) project the likely threats to US
interests (as defined by our civilian
leaders), (2) note the probable constraints
on the use of our military forces that
would deal with those threats, (3) deter-
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mine the capabilities that aerospace
weapons would need to meet such threats
within the designated limits, (4) outline
the type of force structure that would most
effectively execute those capabilities, and
(5) examine the support infrastructure
needed to complement that force structure.
This approach, though necessarily broad,
is intended to generate thought on some
fundamental issues regarding our Air
Force.

Threats
Attempting to predict what will happen
in Europe is practically useless because
changes there are occurring rapidly and
unexpectedly. Nonetheless, any discussion
of US security must address the situation
on the Continent. Because of the Soviet
Union’s enormous store of thermonuclear
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weapons and delivery vehicles, the USSR
remains the major military threat to US interests for the foreseeable future. Although
the military aspects of this threat should
continue to diminish as p erestroika progresses and the Soviets cut their forces,
they will remain potentially dangerous
adversaries, capable of inflicting massive
damage on the US and its allies. Indeed,
ignoring their impressive military capabilities would be irresponsible. However, the number of Soviet troops and
equipment confronting the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) should drop
dramatically. Fragmentation of the Warsaw Pact will also serve to lessen tension.
Further, the captive nations of Eastern Europe have always been questionable allies
for the Soviets, and this centrifugal tendency is continuing. In fact, it is now almost impossible to imagine any of the
Eastern European countries participating
in an attack on the West.
Competition between East and West will

certainly not disappear; it may even intensify in the economic arena. Under the right
stimuli, the Soviet economy could develop
markedly. Indeed, a reformed Soviet economy based increasingly on capitalist principles could turn the USSR into a major
competitor. Even under optimistic scenarios, though, the Soviet Union will not
become an economic giant for some time,
but the country has great natural resources
and a large population. Further, the quantity and quality of Soviet military forces attest to the competence of the USSR’s industrial leaders and engineers.
Therefore, although the Soviet threat
should decrease in military terms, at some
point in the future it may take the form of
an economic rivalry that could eventually
lead to a renewal of the military threat.
A lthough id e o lo g ic a lly h o s e d revolu tion su p p orted by
ou tside sp o n s o rs m ay d e c r e a s e in the fu tu re, the US m ilitary
must rem ain p r e p a r e d to d e a l with the o n g oin g threat p o s e d
by insurgency a n d re b ellio n .
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Such was the pattern of mercantilism and
conflict in the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries.1 Furthermore, once the
Soviet Union rids itself of apathetic and lethargic allies, its streamlined and efficient
bureaucracy could cultivate a more powerful economy. In other words, when the Soviet Union returns from wandering in the
woods, it may be an even more formidable
adversary than it is today.2 We should also
keep in mind that the world’s fastestgrowing economies are in Asia. Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan, and other Pacific nations offer strenuous economic challenges
to the US. Thus, conditions are right for
the development of economic and military
rivalries in this region as well.
The Soviet Union is not the only threat
to the United States. Nationalism is an unpredictable and potentially violent force
that can easily lead to war in a variety of
locations. Nationalist aspirations of the
Serbian minority living in the AustroHungarian Empire precipitated an assassination in the Balkans which in turn
led to the First World War. Numerous ethnic minorities remain scattered among the
nations of Eastern and Southeastern Europe. Clearly, their nationalist urges have
not spent themselves, as indicated by
events in the Baltic region and along the
Soviet southern rim. Even though these
movements talk loudly of democracy and
freedom, we would do well to remember
that the Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity
proclaimed by the French Revolution led
to 20 years of bloody wars that engulfed all
of Europe. Moreover, the nations of
Eastern Europe have often been in bitter
conflict with one another for centuries.
The Soviet empire and, to some extent,
NATO have contained such squabbles for
the past four decades; but old disputes,
still smoldering, may relight once fresh air
is allowed to sweep in.3

W e ca n ex p ect drug traffickin g — including sta te-sp o n so red
involvem ent, su ch a s this loa d in g o f c o c a in e in C en tral
A m erica— to b e a th reat f o r y e a r s to co m e. T h e U nited
S tates must d e c id e w h eth er its resp o n se to this p ro b lem
sh ou ld in clu de the use o f m ilitary f o r c e .
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Related to the issue of nationalism and
the quest for self-determination is the danger from people whose rising expectations
have been frustrated. The information revolution has permitted people all over the
globe to see the freedom, vitality, and—
especially—the affluence of democracy
and capitalism. Millions of East Europeans
have crossed their borders in recent
months merely to buy food and other
goods unavailable in their own countries.
Governments are bending to provide these
benefits to their people, but antiquated
and debilitating bureaucracies prevent true
reform. Of course, even well-intentioned
governments are discovering that prosperity is not a tap to be turned on and off
at will. The Western democracies, for example, suffer periodic and severe bouts of
recession, inflation, and unemployment,
thus demonstrating that economics is indeed the dismal science. But the peoples
of the world seem unwilling to wait for
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gradual and incremental change. They neither understand nor appreciate the vagaries and complexities of markets and
monetarism. Governments, therefore, may
find it increasingly difficult to keep the lid
on restive populations who, like Oliver
Twist, want more.
Religious fanaticism is also an unpredictable and dangerous force. Weakened
by war and the death of Khomeini, Iran’s
Islamic fundamentalism seems to be temporarily in check, but it is not extinguished. In addition, the festering
wounds of religious wars in Lebanon and
Northern Ireland show little sign of healing soon. Finally, liberation theology in
Latin America also has within it the potential for violent conflict. For centuries, people have fought and died over religious beliefs; apparently, they will continue to do
so.
Insurgencies have been the major source
of third-world conflict since World War II.
Conceivably, though, the theoretical basis
for many of these insurgencies has been irrevocably shattered. Leaders in Moscow
and Beijing have declared by their actions,
if not their words, that Marxism/Leninism/
Maoism is not the salvation originally
thought. As Communist countries turn increasingly towards a more capitalist brand
of socialism, Communist insurgencies
worldwide may begin to lose both credibility and direction. The stunning elections in Nicaragua may be the harbinger of
future trends. As have-nots battle haves,
the world will always experience revolutions, but. such conflicts may lose their
ideological color. If the United States no
longer believes itself threatened by a
monolithic communism bent on world
domination, it will be less inclined to intervene in third-world conflicts. The overthrow of governments, even those friendly
to the US, will not seem as menacing if we
realize that the Kremlin has played no
role. We cannot concern ourselves with
every tree that falls in the forest.
Terrorism, especially that related to the
narcotics trade, is an increasing threat.
Certainly, the drug problem is an issue of
great concern to the American public.

Drugs are big business, lucrative not only
for drug lords but also for countless
farmers, processors, transporters, and distributors as well. Andean drug traffickers
are extremely well financed, well
organized, and well armed. The Bolivian,
Colombian, and Peruvian governments are
having a difficult time trying to bring these
ruffians to heel or— in some instances—
deciding whether or not they should bring
them to heel. The US, although anxious to
do something active and constructive, has
not yet formulated a coherent strategy to
deal with this threat, but the use of military force could be an option.4 The drug
war could actually become a war in the
usual sense of the word. We can also expect the more “traditional” forms of terrorism involving hijackings, bombings, and
assassinations to continue. As in the past,
the US will be a favored target.
All of these threats have proven volatile
and dangerous over the past century, and
the drug problem continues to grow. The
potential for conflagrations affecting
American interests is great, given the fact
that technology is making third-world
countries and insurgent/terrorist groups increasingly formidable adversaries. The
proliferation of high-tech conventional
weapons— as well as nuclear, biological,
and chemical weapons— will soon make
far more nations and groups a potential
threat to the US.5 For example, the chemical weapons and delivery capability of
Iraq, combined with Saddam Hussein's
demonstrated willingness to use these
weapons, have caused widespread concern. US forces deploying to the Persian
Gulf region for Operation Desert Shield are
therefore equipped with chemical warfare
protective clothing and equipment.
In sum, the varied threats facing the
United States mandate that we develop a
similar variety of responses. First and foremost, we must continue to deter nuclear
war, since such a conflict would threaten
our very existence. This deterrence entails
maintaining not only a credible nuclear
strike force, but also a sophisticated reconnaissance and surveillance system to
monitor arms-limitation agreements and
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potential trouble spots. Second, we must
be capable of fighting in intense, localized
conflicts generated by a civil war or by
border disputes occurring in an area vital
to American interests. Third, we must
have the ability to launch a short-notice retaliatory, rescue, or punitive raid in reaction to a terrorist attack against the US or
its citizens anywhere in the world. Thus,
an increasingly diverse, multithreat world
is being grafted onto the relatively stable
and predictable bipolar environment of the
postwar era. bringing both new hope and
new dangers.

A erial-refu elin g ca p a b ility , a lw a y s a key p a r t o f A m erican
a ir p o w er, w ill b e c o m e even m o re im portant a s the num ber
o f o u r fo r w a r d -d e p lo y e d tro o p s d im in ish es a n d w e rev ert to
p o w er p ro jectio n fr o m th e CONUS.
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Limits on the Use
of Force
More than likely, the Congress—and, ultimately, the American public—will impose limits on military actions designed to
respond to the threats mentioned above.
These constraints will be based both on
tradition and our recent experience.
Due to the lessening of the Soviet threat,
we can anticipate significant cuts in the
defense budget over the next several years.
The American people are not militaristic
and have traditionally mistrusted large
armies and entangling alliances. As a
consequence, pressures will increase to
cut defense spending and decrease overseas deployments/commitments. Therefore, our ability to project military power
from American soil—or from international
waters— will become increasingly important. Further, we can no longer expect to
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maintain expensive and contentious bases
overseas. Relatedly, the straitened
economies of our allies will dictate severe
cuts in their defense budgets as well. Disarmament talks and superpower initiatives
will accelerate the pressure for demobilization among our allies, on whose military
strength we depend to augment ours in the
event of a European crisis.
The United States will not start a war
and will react with a major military response only if vital interests are directly
threatened. Panamanian dictator Manuel
Noriega's declaration of war and subsequent attacks on American citizens are the
types of actions that will produce US activity. Moreover, the US will be reluctant
to respond to a low-level threat to a friend
or ally. We would prefer to let countries
take care of their own problems, although
we may supply arms and economic aid
(which will generally be of the “ humanitarian" variety). This type of response is
not surprising: the American public has
not recovered from the Vietnam experience, and our isolationist impulse has always been strong. Indeed, recent events indicate its resurgence. If, however, Soviet
involvement is obvious or if the area concerned is vital, we may act but will do so
under the following constraints:
1. If possible, we will seldom provide
conventional— therefore, highly visible—
ground troops. Instead, we will use special
operations forces. Large-scale operations,
like those in Panama and the Persian Gulf
region, will be an exception.
2. The draft will not be reintroduced,
especially to fight the types of low-level
conflicts that the future will likely bring. It
is one thing to have volunteers and professional soldiers, sailors, and airmen fighting in covert operations overseas. It is
quite another thing to send conscripts to
fight in foreign wars. Once again the specter of Vietnam casts its shadow. Thus, we
can expect limits on the manpower available to wage future conflicts.
3. If our ground troops are used, there
will be great pressure to extract them
quickly.fi The American public is monu-

mentally impatient with long wars and has
a low threshold of pain regarding casualty
figures. The loss of 58,000 Americans during the Vietnam War caused one of the
greatest societal rifts in our history.
The “ American way of war’’ is to rely on
technology, preferably in copious quantities, in order to save blood and to end
wars quickly. The War Powers Resolution
of 1973 certainly reinforces this
predisposition.
4. If we apply air power in lieu of
ground forces, we must do it with precision and minimal collateral damage. Even
after 10 years of war in Vietnam, the Air
Force took great pains to minimize civilian
casualties during the climactic Linebacker
II strikes of 1972. This same concern
caused several pilots participating in the
Libyan strike of 1986 not to release their
ordnance because they were uncertain
whether it would hit the designated
targets.7
5. Civilian leaders will maintain extremely close control over military operations. Instant global communications have
allowed the passing of near-real-time information from the field to Washington.
Thus, most of our recent presidents have
been unable to resist the temptation to become personally involved in military operations, even down to the tactical level.
Tales of presidential intervention in the
Cuban blockade, the Vietnam War, the
Mayaguez incident, and the Iranian rescue
attempt are well known.8 Given the high
stakes involved with world opinion and
the sensitivity of political relations, the
perceived need for such tight civilian control will not diminish.

Military Capabilities
In order to confront threats, yet remain
within domestically imposed limits, future
US Air Force weapons systems will require certain capabilities.
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Long Range
As mentioned earlier, we can no longer
rely on overseas bases and supply depots.
Quite possibly, future air strikes will have
to originate from American soil or from international waters. Any bases remaining
overseas will be encumbered with restraints imposed by the host countries.
NATO bases, for example, have traditionally been limited to NATO activity: the
US was not permitted to refuel at European airfields during the airlift to Israel in
1973, and the use of British bases in the
1986 Libyan strike caused a furor in Parliament. The use of European bases during

H ig h -tech n olog y w ea p o n s, su ch a s th e su r fa c e-to -a ir
m issiles show n h e r e , h a v e h e lp e d to es ta b lish the US's
m ilitary superiority.
U nfortunately, a s this techn ology
b e c o m e s c h e a p e r a n d m o r e rea d ily a v a ila b le to sm a ller
nations an d insurgent fo r c e s , it in c rea se s the lethality o f the
threat they rep resen t.
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Operation Desert Shield is an exception,
based primarily on the vital importance of
the Persian Gulf and its oil. Clearly, we
must take into account the trade-off
between military utility and political
liability.
Consequently, the airlift of forces and
supplies from the US to threatened areas
will assume greater importance. Numerous
examples in the past several decades underscore airlift’s decisive impact in both
peace and war: the Hump operation over
the Himalayas during World War II, the
Berlin airlift, the siege of Khe Sanh, the resupply of Israel in 1973, and the Falklands
War, to name a lew. During crises, airlift
delivers with a timeliness that is impossible for surface transportation to match.
As overseas support depots are removed,

T h e r o llb a c k o f f o r c e s fr o m E u ro p e puts in c rea sed
resp on sibility on o u r a irlift assets. O p eration D esert S h ield
h a s c le a r ly d em o n stra ted the im p o rta n ce o f effectiv e a irlift in
rea ctin g to c r is e s a ro u n d the w orld.

we will turn to airlift to demonstrate our
resolve and to move national resources.
In addition, most Air Force combat aircraft require an air refueling capability to
reach targets or destinations anywhere in
the world in a matter of hours, without
having to rely on forward bases.9 Thus, the
establishment of additional bases in our
overseas territories seems logical. For example, the freedom of action provided by
our bases on Guam greatly simplifies military planning.
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High Tech
The battlefields of the future at all levels of
conflict will be increasingly dominated by
technology. Indeed, battlefield lethality
has increased to the point that cheap but
effective weapons—such as the Stinger
and tube launched, optically tracked, wire
command (TOW) missiles—may restore
the infantry to dominance after a 100-year
hiatus. If so, the antidote to infantry dominance (including guerrilla actions) may be
more technology. Complexity and sophistication are growing at an exponential rate
and should continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

Intelligence
The rapid pace of world events necessitates a continuous inflow of information at
both the strategic and tactical levels. We
must be able to monitor and perhaps predict the actions of potential adversaries
with a high degree of accuracy. (We must
not overlook human intelligence, because
in some areas and situations electronic
sensors and devices are simply inadequate.) Furthermore, the ability to verify
arms control agreements will lead to reduced tensions worldwide. In this sense,
aerospace power in the form of surveillance and reconnaissance satellites can
be considered a force-protection asset.
Coupled with these intelligence requirements is the need for secure, reliable communications. Our military and civilian
leaders must be able to react quickly and
then rapidly transmit their directions and
intentions to all levels of command. Thus,
sophisticated command, control, com munications, and intelligence (C3I) apparatus will become crucial. The latter will
help to ensure civilian control over military operations and lessen the chance of
events escalating beyond intended limits.
The importance of intelligence also
strongly suggests an expanded role for the
Air Force in space. Though at first reluctant to move into “the final frontier," the
Air Force has now decided to advance
briskly into this arena. The appointment of
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the first assistant secretary of the Air Force
for space punctuates this trend.

Stealth
Electronic defenses, part of the high-tech
environment described above, are driving
aircraft ever closer to the ground, thus to
some degree stripping them of their
unique ability to operate in the third dimension. To overcome this trend, the Air
Force may add passive defensive measures
as an essential ingredient of all aircraft (reconnaissance and airlift included) that attempt to penetrate a combat zone. Stealth
technology is enormously expensive and
complex but seems to offer equally enormous dividends. Although not invisible,
stealth aircraft present problems to enemy
defenses that, in the aggregate, seem insurmountable. If an enemy detects stealth aircraft, he probably cannot track them; even
if he can track them, he probably cannot
engage them in a timely fashion. Consequently, stealth aircraft will suffer less attrition, will require fewer support aircraft
(escorts, jammers, suppressors, etc.), will
be more fuel efficient (since they can afford to fly slower and higher, thus allowing greater range and payload), and will
achieve tactical surprise (which enhances
their destructive ability by catching enemy
equipment and personnel in the open).10

Speed
Nonstealth aircraft operating over the lethal battlefield must be able to penetrate,
perform their mission, and egress at the
highest possible speed in order to decrease
their exposure to interception and destruction. The absence of adequate speed over
the modern, automated battlefield is one of
the main factors working against the A-10
and any potential follow-on “mudfighter.”

Payload
The fewer the aircraft needed to carry out
a particular mission, the better.11 Therefore, they must carry as much ordnance/
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Instant, w orld w id e com m u n ication lia s b e e n a m ixed
b lessin g f o r the m ilitary. A lthough it fa c ilita te s the j o b o f
f i e l d co m m a n d ers, it tem pts civilian o ffic ia ls to m a n a g e
even ts that w ere fo r m e r ly left to th eir m ilitary cou n terparts.

cargo/fuel/reconnaissance equipment as
possible. However, aircraft may become so
valuable (thus, so few in number) that few
missions are worth their risk.

Precision
Again, if aircraft are to survive future battlefields, they must perform their mission
the first time, without a return sortie or
even a return pass over the target. A 11weather/nighttime capability, exceptional
radar/communications equipment, and
smart—even brilliant—munitions will be a
must. Munitions are particularly important: a highly sophisticated weapons carrier is wasted if tasked to deliver inaccurate, World War II-vintage iron bombs.

Reduced Force Size
The number of aircraft that we can afford
to field will decline because the incredible
capabilities demanded of them will drive

up unit costs dramatically. No doubt, the
Air Force will extend the service life of its
fleet by upgrading existing airframes rather
than procuring completely new weapons
systems. The B-52, for instance, is still viable after 30 years; the F-16 and its variants
may have to last just as long. Similarly,
multirole aircraft (such as the various
models of the F-15) that are especially efficient in the areas of maintenance and logistics will become more desirable. Costeffectiveness will also demand increased
reliance on unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV) of all types. UAVs may be anathema to many pilots, but manned aircraft
are simply not necessary for all missions,
especially those that are exceptionally
long or dangerous.12 The Israelis have used
UAVs to great effect, saving money, lives,
and resources. By the same token, standoff
weapons should grow in importance. During the Iran-Iraq War, both combatants increased their use of missiles as a way of reducing the risk to valuable combat aircraft
and aircrews. Thus, it seems logical to
continue the development of highly capable air launched cruise missiles (ALCM),
especially stealthy ones. In short, a
manned penetrator may be neither necessary nor desirable in many future
scenarios.

Force Structure
To meet future challenges and constraints, the Air Force will require a
smaller—yet more capable—force that emphasizes range, secrecy, speed, power, precision, and cost-effectiveness. Weapons
systems that meet these criteria, in order of
importance, are as follows:
• ICBM-centered deterrent forces
• Reconnaissance systems (both spaceand land-based, including secure and reliable communications that connect all levels of command)
• Air superiority fighters
• Tankers
• Long-range bombers (whether they
need either a penetration or standoff capability bears further study)
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• Airlift forces (both inter- and
intratheater)
• UAVs and standoff weapons
• Medium-range strike forces
The Air Force should take advantage of
the opportunity presented by our defense
reorientation by reorganizing its operational units to maximize efficiency and
combat effectiveness. For ease of maintenance and logistics, the Air Force is presently arranged in wings of homogeneous
aircraft: F-16s, A-lOs, C-130s. and so forth.

C om m an ders in fu tu re co n flic ts w ill n ee d to "see" the entire
b a ttlefield , re g a rd less o f the lo ca tio n . A irborn e w arning an d
co n tro l system (AWACS) a ir c ra ft (b elo w ) g iv e us that
ca p a bility in the air. W hether a t the ta ctica l con v en tion al
le v el o r the stra teg ic n u clea r lev el, effectiv e com m an d an d
co n tro l o f fo r c e s is a n ecessity.
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(There are minor exceptions, such as composite wings of bombers and tankers.) Yet,
when the Air Force must fight, it generally
does not do so in such standardized groupings.13 Rather, planners often construct
force packages consisting of reconnaissance, strike, escort, jammer, tanker, and
defense suppressor aircraft. Under the
present system, the personnel in these
force packages ot diverse aircraft may not
have trained together until the actual operational mission. The commanders of such
forces may not, therefore, have a thorough
knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of the aircraft under their new command, since they have not led them before.
This situation invites confusion and inefficiency on just those occasions when the
fog of war is already thickest.
The future Air Force might benefit
greatly if operational units were formed
into force packages consisting of the
various aircraft types needed for a typical
strike mission. These units would live together, train together, and fight together. In
truth, such composite air units were the
standard in World War II. The Ninth Air
Force in the European theater, for example. was composed of medium bombers,
attack aircraft, air superiority fighters,
fighter-bombers, night fighters, reconnaissance aircraft, transports, and gliders. The
efficiency and effectiveness achieved by
the diverse Ninth Air Force in 1944-45 are
well known. We can re-create this type of
teamwork and effectiveness, even if on a
smaller scale. Also of importance, the consolidation bf existing units into these new
composite wings might generate savings in
money and manpower in the long term.
The Air Force might also have to make
other fundamental changes to its organization and composition. Because of diminished threats and increased strategic warning time, we no longer need to maintain
the entire Air Force at today’s standards of
readiness; in fact, such a posture might be
econom ically impossible. Rather, we
should rely much more heavily on the reserves and establish different levels of
readiness within that component. The

challenge to the Air Force will be to establish an organizational structure and an
active/reserve mix that allow it not only to
respond quickly and effectively to likely
threats, but also to expand rapidly to meet
contingencies.
We should organize this structure so
that incremental mobilization would
provide combat forces—together with their
corresponding support forces—thereby
guaranteeing a “fightable” force, no matter
what degree of mobilization is attained.
One portion of the reserves would remain
at the highest state of readiness. Another
part would maintain a low capability in
the assigned weapons system or support
function. Personnel would attend ground
schools and take part in reorientation
flights periodically, but in the event of a
crisis, they would need a short but intensive refresher course to bring them up to
an operational level of performance. The
remainder of the reserves would be inactive. After training and an initial tour in
their specialty, personnel would return to
civilian life, and the Air Force would not
attempt to keep them current. In the event
of mobilization, however, these people
could be activated. Like rated supplement
pilots who have been out of the cockpit for
five years or more, they would require
thorough requalification training (though
this training would be far less timeconsuming and costly than starting from
scratch). Overall, this system would allow
the Air Force to maintain a smaller but
highly capable force that is tailored to
meet mid- and long-term commitments in
an effective manner.

Support Infrastructure
Based on this need for long-term expertise, the Air Force should study the issue
of longer careers. Given the expense involved in retirement after 20 years, coupled with the cost of more frequent retraining to accommodate the present
retirement policy, the service might be better off allowing a greater number of se-

THE AIR FORCE IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

D espite d e c r e a s e d ten sion s, the S ov iet U nion is still,
poten tially, ou r m ost c a p a b le oppon en t. F o r that rea so n , the
US sh ou ld m aintain its ab ility to r e a c t a t a m om en t's n otice
a n d d eliv er n u clea r reta lia to ry w ea p o n s a n y w h ere in the
w orld.

lected personnel to remain on active duty
beyond the 30-year point. Strangely, the
Air Force has seemed intent on forcibly
retiring some of its most capable people
at the peak of their managerial and executive abilities— indeed, just when they are
most desirable to civilian industry. But if
it is to fight in an environment of increasing technological complexity, the Air
Force needs experienced people. In part,
the problem is psychological. To compete
with industry, the services have had to
entice people with promises of “upward
mobility” and career progression to high
rank (the prospect of retiring as a major
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after 30 years of service would not be
acceptable to most officers). This mind-set
that equates professional worth with high
rank must change. The solution may lie in
awarding pay increases for longevity and
creating jobs that emphasize individual
responsibility (therefore yielding high
satisfaction).
Along this line, the Air Force has an outstanding reputation for training its personnel. Civilian industry considers the Air
Force a training ground for pilots, engineers, and technicians of all types. The
service need not feel uncomfortable about
this situation, especially if it can call upon
the product of its training at a later date, as
described above. However, the Air Force’s
efforts at educating its officers have not enjoyed the same success.
People need a better education if they
are to cope in a world that is becoming increasingly complex. Thus, the Air Force
should encourage more of its officers to
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earn advanced degrees and grant them sabbaticals to work at civilian institutions and
think tanks. Such a policy would provide
the senior officer corps with a broad purview of the international environment and
create a rare opportunity for reflection and
introspection. One criticism of this idea is
that it will induce the officer corps to
think more of civilian management and
administration than of war fighting—the
real purpose of military forces. Perhaps,
but this tendency would be outweighed by
the benefits gained from an officer corps
that is constantly in touch with its philosophical roots and is reminded of its place
within and beneath our country’s civilian
leadership structure. Another argument
against the idea of advanced education is
that the Air Force would not realize an
equitable return on its investment, in
terms of either time or money. If career
lengths are increased, however, both the

Air Force and the nation would benefit
from an increasingly well-educated officer
corps whose longevity would in turn
provide needed expertise and wisdom for
the decades ahead.
Professional military education (PME)
also needs rethinking. For some time, observers have commented on defects in the
Air Force PME program—specifically, that
it tends to emphasize the principles of
management and administration to the
detriment of war-fighting skills. In other
words, PME is designed to help run a
peacetime Air Force rather than educate
warriors to fight and win future wars.14

A s a ir d e fe n s e s b e c o m e m o r e so p h istica ted , stealth
tech n olog y a c q u ir e s in crea sin g im p o rta n ce, not only f o r
fig h te r a n d b o m b e r a ir cra ft, but f o r a irlift and
re co n n a iss a n ce a ss ets a s w ell.
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This focus must change. Although the Air
Force will always need highly trained
technical experts, it will also need broadly
educated generalists because most realworld problems are seldom simple or unidimensional. (That’s why they call them
’ generals” and not “specifics.”)
Traditional command structures are also
subject to change. Despite the fact that
only 28 percent of Air Force officers are
pilots, most senior commanders come
from this group. As mentioned previously,
however, the number of aircraft and aircrews will decrease as aircraft production
costs increase. Will this tendency reduce
the number of command billets for pilots?
The issue involved here is fundamental
and defines the very nature of the Air
Force culture. As technology and
economics move us increasingly into
space, will the technician at the computer
terminal replace the person at the throttle
as the backbone of the service?
Last, research and development (R&D)
will play a major role in the support structure of the future Air Force. Our policy in
the past has been to offset our numerical
inferiority with technological superiority.
In the main, this practice has served us
well. If we are to maintain our technological lead and continue to modernize existing forces, the proportion of the Air
Force budget spent on procurement versus
that spent on R&D becomes crucial. Below
are two possible options:
1. Continue with the modernization of
Air Force systems and reduce R&D. Although this proposal would ensure maximum capability in the short term and
midterm, it presents some problems. First,
the force would be at optimal strength
when the threat of major hostilities is low.
Second, reduced R&D would extend the already lengthy weapon-development cycle,
resulting in fewer weapons at higher cost.
Third, reduced R&D spending would lead
to an inevitable loss in the industrial base
as defense contractors turn to other projects.15 This situation could have severe
global repercussions for the American defense infrastructure.
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2. Extend the service life of existing systems and move forward with R&D of nextgeneration systems. This alternative presupposes a reduced threat of major wai in
the near term, a gamble that could prove
costly. But advanced systems would be
available in the long term (20 years hence)
when the threat facing the US may increase. Of course, this option assumes the
availability of funding for modernization
in the near term and midterm, as well as
for significant R&D expenditures. On the
other hand, if development and procurement are reduced or terminated, we will
lose a significant amount of production capability, and the defense industry will
suffer.
Because neither of these options will sit
comfortably with Air Force leaders, we
may wish to pursue other possibilities.
The key point, however, is that R&D is vital to our country’s security. Technology is
one of America’s greatest strengths. We
cannot allow short-term budget cutting to
result in the loss of our technological edge.
Competitors around the globe are waiting
anxiously for us to slacken our developmental pace so they can overtake and
eventually surpass us in this crucial arena.

Conclusion
The severity of the threats facing the
United States is likely to diminish in the
years ahead; however, the frequency, diversity. and technological complexity of
lesser conflicts may actually increase.
These events could occur at a time when
US military budgets and forces are decreasing significantly and when the American public is becoming preoccupied with
domestic concerns. To respond effectively
to these varied and contradictory inputs,
the Air Force of the future must become an
instrument of both power protection and
power projection, capable of performing
anywhere at any time. US air power must
dominate space as well as the atmosphere;
it must be technologically superior to the
systems of our potential enemies; and we
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must apply the highest standards in maintaining it and training our personnel to use
it. Characteristically, R&D, training hours,
and spare parts are cut during fiscally austere times. We must not allow this to happen. The Air Force of the year 2010 may

not be as large as it has been in the past
three decades, but it must maximize the
unique characteristics of air power: flexibility, speed, range, precision, and
punch.
□
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EDITORIAL
Defending the Faith

S

OME months ago in the pages of the
Air Force Times, an article challenged
the need for a separate Air Force. A number of officers responded by writing to the
T im es in defense of their service. The result of this point of controversy— and of
numerous other problems the Air Force
has had in recent years— is that it has
caused others to adopt the belief held by
some that the Air Force has done a very
poor job of understanding the purpose for
its existence and of explaining that purpose to others. The accusation is that, as a
group. Air Force officers—regardless of
rank— tend not to understand doctrine,
strategy, or operational art but prefer to remain immersed at the tactical level. As a
result, these critics question the reason for
our existence.
The answer to that question is eminently
defendable but too complex to be printed
in this brief editorial. The point is that the
current events in the Persian Gulf have
given the Air Force the opportunity to answer its critics in a way that no amount of
speechmaking or letter writing can. We
have seen in this crisis the largest airlift of
troops arid materiel in the history of air
power. Our airlift forces have operated
around the clock to position air and land
forces so that they are ready to aid an
American ally faced with a serious military threat. We may not have provided
enough congressional testimony to justify
the C-17, but our airlift aircrews, ground
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crews, and aerial port squadrons are visible testimony of our worldwide airlift capabilities. We may not have done a sufficient job of explaining why we need large
tactical air forces even though the threat in
Europe appears to be diminishing, but
there they were in the Saudi Arabian desert, the first forces deployed to meet the
sudden threat and ready to fight, if
necessary.
The wav that we explain the reason for
our existence needs to be addressed. We
need to do a better job of educating our officers in basic and operational doctrine.
We must get our heads up, out of the cockpit, and learn how to employ air forces at
the theater level and in coordination with
land and naval forces, as well as with
other air forces. Development of air strategists must become an Air Force priority. In
the meantime, however, airmen in the air
and on the ground are making a statement
to the nation. They are demonstrating with
their actions what they have not adequately explained in words. Air power is
ready for immediate response. It is flexible
and prepared to meet whatever threat
arises. It is— contrary to the opinion of
some critics—sustainable and prepared to
meet short- and long-term threats.
The next time someone suggests that we
don’t need an Air Force, hand him a picture of an aircraft in the desert and say,
“ Sleep well tonight. Your Air Force is
awake!’’
MAK
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A REAL HOG WAR

THE A -10 IN LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT
C apt Ro ber t H. Br o w n , USAF

D

Each aircraft in the four-ship formation of
FLIGHT got the call at 0600 that
A-lOs was hauling two laser guided bombs
they were to stay home and rest.
(LGB), two infrared (IR) Maverick missiles,
At the same time, the remainder
and two cans of cluster bomb units
of the squadron, except for the
(CBU-87), as well as 1,150 rounds of 30planning cell, was boarding a single C-130,
mm ammo, a Pave Penny laser detector
as were all the maintainers and gun
pod. and 480 self-defense flares in the
loaders. They took with them all the parts
ALE-40 infrared countermeasures system.
and ammo they needed to deploy and stay
Two air refuelings later. Popper Flight
in business for the next two weeks. Later
coasted into the objective country.
that day, as the sun faded beyond the offIn the meantime, a special forces laser
shore oil rigs in the gulf, D (call sign “Popteam
lay dug in on a hill two kilometers
per”) Flight was leveling off at 21.000 feet.

A REA L HOC WAR

from the target. An MC-130 Combat Talon
had “infilled” them the night before, and
now all they had to do was wait. At precisely H-hour minus two minutes. Popper
Lead and his wingman, in their blackedout A-lOs, silently departed the initial
point, wings level, at 10,000 feet. Exactly
one minute later the ground laser team
squeezed the triggers on their laser desigmators. and the cue “ diamond” appeared
as advertised in the heads up display
(HUD) of both A-lOs. When the cue overlaid the computed aiming reference, the
Hog drivers pickled their LGBs. B-17 style,
without ever rolling in. The following 27
seconds seemed like an eternity, but at
H-hour straight up, the two bombs found
their mark. Two 37-mm gun pits at opposite ends of the long mountain airstrip
disappeared in a blinding flash as the special forces team moved toward the place
where the hostages were being held.
In the meantime, as Popper Three and
Four escorted an AC-130H Spectre gunship into its orbit, Popper Lead and Two,
now rid of the LGBs and established in a
high-cover orbit, engaged their autopilots
and clipped their night vision goggles
(NVG) into place. They would now get a
slight breather as they conserved fuel and
watched Three and Four do their “ tag
team” act with the Spectre down below.
The special forces team, having rescued
the hostages, was now pinned down i.i a
firefight. The AC-130 stood off and designated the bunkered command post and
barracks w'ith its laser, allowing the two
A-lOs to demolish the targets with IR
Mavericks and LGBs. Three and Four held
in a position to cover the gunship as it put
down a withering stream of pinpoint fire
around the perimeter of the compound.
Just as Popper Three, low on fuel, called
“bingo" and commenced the swapout with
Lead, Two saw 37-mm tracers coming out
of the north gun pit. Lead called the gunship to withdraw w'hile Three rolled in
from out of the dark for one last pass to
take out the gun pit with CBU-87, but the
fuze malfunctioned and the intact cannister hit long. Three and Four then bugged
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out for the recovery field 100 nautical
miles across the border to the southwest.
Popper Lead was about to earn his flight
pay.
As if the fire hose of tracers weren’t
enough, an SA-14 surface-to-air missile
(SAM) suddenly rose toward Popper Two
from near the gun pit. Lead instinctively
yelled for flares, and they came out just in
time. The threat was getting too hot for the
AC-130 to hack the fight in its ultimately
predictable orbit, so it offset to the east
and called in the A-lOs to silence the gun.
The special forces team was still pinned
down. Popper Lead rolled in from the
south to suppress the gun pit. taking advantage of his low altitude safety and targeting enhancement (LASTE) gun solution.
He fired a rock-steady 30-mm burst for two
and one-half seconds from 9,000 feet
away, pumping flares as he pulled off. As
Lead’s bullets hit their target. Popper Two
rolled in from the west for a high 45degree dive delivery, releasing both cans
of CBU-87. The LASTE continuously computed impact point (CCIP) found its mark,
and the gun pit was swallowed up this
time in a rippling cascade of brilliant, blue
white fire. Now back to work.
Popper Lead and his wingman climbed
back to their high-cover orbit, clearing the
way for the AC-130 to move back into
position. The Spectre crew could sense the
urgency in the special forces team leader’s
voice over the secure FM radio net. The
guerrilla troops had closed to within 25
meters of the friendly position on the
southeast side of the compound, and the
team was taking heavy automatic weapons
fire. But the gunship’s sensors were already trained on the enemy location. Seconds later, the staccato report of the guerrillas’ AK-47s was drowned out by a
precise hail of 20-mm fire from the
AC-130.
The special forces team was already
hurrying to the pickup point when Popper
Lead heard Hitman Flight’s two-ship formation of A-lOs checking in with the inbound Pave Low III MH-53J helicopters.
Popper Two had just called bingo minus
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one, so Lead started a maximum-range
climb cruise toward the recovery base as
he briefed Hitman on the swapout. Hitman's task was to join with the gunship to
protect the helicopters during the crucial
pickup and exfiltration of the special
forces team and rescued hostages to
friendly territory.
Twenty minutes later as Popper approached the recovery strip (across the
border in a neighboring country), he and
his wingman went to 100-percent oxygen.
They’d had a long night, and it wasn’t over
yet— they would have to land on the narrow 4,000-foot strip. The short-field train-

ing at all those Army forts in the States
was about to pay off, Popper Lead thought,
as he set his HUD flight-path marker just
short of the runway and slowed to
minimum-run landing airspeed. Both aircraft stopped within 2,000 feet. When they
finally shut down and went to the intel-

The A -1E S k y ra id er w as leg en d a ry f o r its s p e c ia l op eration s
a n d c lo s e a ir su p p ort r o le s in V ietnam . Eventually fo r c e d
out o f s e rv ic e by the high-intensity threat, it is an ex a m p le o f
the v ersa tile fig h te r a ir c ra ft n ee d ed in today's environm ent
o f low -intensity con flict.

A HEAL H O G W A R

w o rk h o rse o f an a ir cra ft, th e A -10 is a v a ila b le f o r duty
irldw ide b e c a u s e o f its a ir -r e fu e la b le ca p a b ility .

igence tent for debriefing, the operations
Dfficer told them the latest news. Their
mission had been successful, but resistince at some of the other objectives had
seen much stiffer than predicted. When
the sun came up, the operation was likely
o continue for at least several more hours,
f not days. For now, they and their A-lOs
were the only show in town. Furthermore,
le said that the squadron was already
jeing tasked for a wide variety of missions, such as escort for helicopter and
fixed-wing airlift, combat search and rescue (CSAR), hunter-killer suppression of
enemy air defenses (SEAD) operations
with AC-130s. interdiction, antihelicopter
operations, and emergency close air support (CAS), if necessary. The operations oftficer went on to say that what had started
taut strictly as a special operation was
Iquickly evolving into a classic lowjintensity conflict (LIC). It looked like this
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was going to be a Hog war if ever there was
one.
This hypothetical scenario could very
well occur in contingency operations of
short duration involving both special and
conventional forces— the type of armed
conflict in which the United States is most
likely to find itself in the foreseeable future. James R. Locher III, assistant secretary of defense for special operations and
LIC, remarked that ‘‘as we enter the 1990s,
Third World instability looms as a global
problem, creating threats of terrorism, insurgency, regional warfare, violence engendered by narcotics trafficking and other
forms of unconventional conflict.’’1 Indeed, the secretary predicted that the
budget for special operations to confront
these threats will increase roughly 6 to 8
percent each year over the next five years,
despite projections that overall spending
on defense will decrease during the same
time period.2
The A-10 is a near-perfect aircraft for
combatting such third-world conflicts. No
other aircraft in the US inventory could
successfully fly the entire sortie described

above. I do not claim that the A-10 is better suited for delivering LGBs than an
F - l l l equipped with Pave Tack or that it
is a better interdiction platform than an
F-15E or F-16. The A-10 can , however, deliver precision standoff weapons to suppress defenses or destroy hardened targets.
Additionally, it can loiter for long periods
of time to support an AC-130 gunship;
provide emergency surgical CAS for engaged troops; escort airlifters to protect
them from hand-held SAMs and anti
aircraft fire: recover to a short, unimproved airstrip; and conduct virtually selfsustained operations out of that airstrip for
weeks, if necessary. The A-10 stands alone
in its ability to perform all of these missions and more. The current and future capabilities of the A-10 could make it pivotal
to the success of future special operations
and low-intensity conflict (SOLIC)
missions.

Force Survival
The proliferation of infrared SAMs
throughout the third world means that air-

craft designed for special operations and
conventional airlift are more likely than
ever to encounter these threats, as well as
fire from heavy caliber antiaircraft artillery
(AAA). A-lOs employed in an escort role
would greatly enhance the survivability of
conventional fixed-wing airlifters and helicopters. That is, A-lOs can employ as a
dedicated escort to the force, fly ahead to
sanitize ingress/egress routes, or perform
landing-zone preparation as required.
With its heavy external-load capacity and
GAU-8 30-mm cannon, the A-10 can use
decisive ordnance to eliminate threats or
draw fire ahead of the force and steer it
clear. Moreover, the A-lO’s relatively slow
airspeed makes it uniquely capable of escorting even slow helicopters. These escort
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T h e C -1 3 0 ( a b o v e ) is o n e o f the m o st su c c e ssfu l a ir c r a ft ev e r
to en ter the A ir F o r c e inventory. A sin g le H e r c u le s ca n
a irlift the m a in ten a n ce p e r s o n n e l a n d eq u ip m en t n ecessa ry
to su p p o rt six A -10 a ir c r a ft in a u stere co n d itio n s f o r a
m onth T h e A C -130 gunship m o d e l (left) c a n w ork c lo sely
with A -lO s in a m utually su p p o rtiv e r o le to p r o d u c e effec tiv e
c o m b a t a ir p o w e r in low -in ten sity co n flic t.
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tactics might normally be counterproductive for special operations aircraft in some
purely covert scenarios, where additional
aircraft would risk highlighting or exposing the mission. However, in situations requiring a forced entry or on “ Day Three,”
where a special operation has evolved into
a broader conflict, an armed A-10 escort
could prove crucial to force survival and
mission success.
This concept is not new. A-10 pilots
have flown airlift escort for years, having
inherited it from the A-l drivers. The
A-10's infrared countermeasures (1RCM),
though, are new. The 480-flare ALE-40
system currently installed on the A-10 can
give airlifters an effective, sustained IR
screen against hand-held IR SAMs for long
periods of time— whether en route, during
an airdrop or a pickup, over a target, or
during takeoff and landing. In fact, the
A-10 can put out a flare every three seconds for 24 minutes!3 In addition, it can
engage AAA threats and destroy them with
a variety of standoff weapons: IR and

electro-optical AGM-65 Mavericks, cluster
munitions. LGBs, and the GAU-8 30-mm
cannon. The new LASTE system (already
purchased and being fielded) will allow
A-10 pilots not only to improve their capability to safely employ low-altitude terrain masking, but also to deliver even freefall munitions with pinpoint accuracy
from high, standoff altitudes. Further, the
system allows precise employment of the
aircraft’s gun at ranges as great as two nautical miles.4 Thus, the A-lO’s maneuverability, firepower, and IRCM suite make
it an excellent platform for supporting airlift and helicopters in the SEAD/escort
role.
A-lOs employed in the SEAD mission
offer immense support to AC-130 gunships. Confined to a circular, predictable
orbit, the gunships are vulnerable to

A -10 a ir c ra ft c a n w ork in c o n c er t with s p e c ia l o p era tio n s
h elic o p ters on ra id s a n d o th e r con tin g en cies sh ort o f w ar,
p rov id in g c lo s e a ir support, d efen se su p p ression , an d escort.

A REAL HOG WAR

medium-caliber AAA such as 23-mm and
37-mm guns. (Actually, the AC-130S are
less vulnerable to the guns they know
about and can target with their onboard
weapons than to the unknown guns outside their orbit that can take unobserved
"belly” shots.) When A-lOs are in a highcover "stinger” orbit above them, the gunships have at their disposal immediate, reactive firepower from long, standoff ranges
to take out these threats. If the threats
around the target itself are too “ hot,” the
AC-130 can stand off and, if necessary,
designate the enemy weapons with its
laser, so the A-lOs can come in and take
them down. Once the threat is knocked
out, the Spectre can move back in and survive. This tag-team concept is not merely
hypothetical. Tactical Air Command
(TAC) successfully directed a test of these
tactics in 1987,5 and. since then, operational A-10 units have employed them in
training with AC-130s.
Last, the advent of armed helicopters in
the 1990s poses a new threat to the AC-130
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in a target area, particularly if the scenario
forces the gunship to operate during
daylight. But the A-10, now armed with
AIM-9M air-to-air missiles, is well
equipped to defend itself, the AC-130, and
other assets against helicopter threats.

Firepower
In addition to providing a dedicated and
potent defense against potential threats,
the A-lO’s firepower complements the current (and even future) AC-130 weapons
suite by offering an effective, proven capability to destroy hard targets. The
AC-130 cannot destroy bunkers, hardened
fuel-supply areas, ammunition storage
areas, bridges, heavy tanks, and fortified
buildings, but the gunship's versatile sensors can pinpoint and designate such targets, allowing the A-10 to take them out
quickly and economically. In essence, the
AC-130 acts as a forward air controller
(FAC), marking the target with gunfire
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and/or laser, while the A-10 rolls in for the
kill with the appropriate munitions: LGBs,
free-fall bombs, Maverick missiles, Rockeye CBUs, combined effects munitions, or
30-mm munitions, as required. The advent
of LASTE-equipped A-lOs will make the
AC-130/A-10 hunter-killer combination
even more formidable.
In situations where collateral damage
must be kept to a minimum and where
AAA/IR SAM threats create an unacceptable risk for the AC-130, the gunship again
can stand off to acquire and designate for
the constantly maneuvering A-10 while it
employs its 30-mm cannon. The A-10 can
orbit high above the threat envelope and
then roll in to strafe from high dive angles
to reduce ricochets and minimize the
weapon-impact “footprint.” Loading the
A-lO’s cannon only with target practice
rounds will reduce collateral damage even
further (since no rounds explode) but still
produce effective firepower against troops
and trucks.
The ultimate result of employing A-lOs
in concert with AC-130s is a force package
whose weapons effectiveness, mutual support. and survivability are greatly enhanced. (Such benefits are also evident in
the joint air attack team—JAAT—concept,
whereby fixed-wing CAS aircraft integrate
in the target area with attack helicopters.)
Furthermore, the A-lO’s slow airspeed,
maneuverability, range, and loiter time
make it eminently suitable to work with
the AC-130S, whether the mission is special oper3 tions. CAS interdiction, or armed
reconnaissance.

Operational Flexibility
Like other fighter aircraft in the US inventory, the A-10 is air refuelable and capable of rapid deployment worldwide on
very short notice. However, unlike many
other aircraft, the A-10 requires a very
small logistics support package. A single
C-130 can put six A-lOs, maintenance
troops, tools, support equipment, and
spare parts “in country” for four weeks. At

any A-10 crew chief or specialist will con
firm, the Hog is simple, reliable, and eas>
to maintain, even under austere field conditions. While I was assigned to the 74th
Tactical Fighter Squadron at England AFB,
Louisiana, we deployed to a bare base in
the Central American region in 1987 with
six A-lOs and only those parts we could
carry on one C-130. We flew a total of 509
sorties with those same six jets in 44 flying
days.
The ruggedness of the A-10 airframe is
legendary. The A-lO’s systems redundancy
and “hardness” allow it to withstand battle damage that would cripple any other
aircraft. Although operations during an intense war in Europe would require the Hog
to fly into the heart of the threat envelope
(and spend a lot of time there), in a lesser
conflict the A-10 could stand off above
and beyond the threat much of the time
and avoid getting hit in the first place.
The A-10 can also operate from unimproved runways inaccessible to other
fighters. Foreign object damage, insufficient runway length, lack of arresting cables, or unavailability of other support
equipment do not deter the Hog. A-lOs
routinely deploy to short Army airfields
and have even operated from dry lake
beds, taking fuel and ammunition from a
C-130 equipped with fuel bladders and 30mm automatic loading systems. This
ability— together with its maintenance
turnaround time, payload, range, and loiter time—makes the A-10 ideally suited for
the bare-base operations likely to be required in many contingency or covert
operations.
In addition to the missions already discussed, the A-10 demonstrated during the
TAC testing of 1987 that it could resupply
special forces teams in remote locations. In
that test, A-lOs loaded with supply containers paradropped them to ground forces
in the field.6
Furthermore, the fact that the A-10 has a
low political profile is a subtle, yet important, attribute that should make the aircraft
attractive to special operations and LIC
planners. It is “ low te ch,” can t carry

A H EA L H O C W A R

T he internally m ounted G A U -8 JO-mm G atling gun is the
m ost n o ta b le fe a tu r e o f the A-JO. p ro v id in g it with im m ense
firep o w er.

nukes, and is quiet (ever hear two A-lOs
fly overhead at 10,000 feet?). As mentioned, it can operate at out-of-the-way forward bases and is fully combat capable
(thanks to the GAU-8), despite the fact that
no bombs hang on the wings for TV camera crews to film. When a distinctly American show of force is necessary, however,
the A-10 is ideally suited to this task because it is unique to the US inventory.
Last, in an era of shrinking defense
budgets, single-mission aircraft may no
longer be affordable. Although a war in
central Europe would find the A-10 performing close air support exclusively, LIC
opens up an entirely new spectrum of viable A-10 missions. Not only can it perform
CAS, but also it can support special operations by flying armed reconnaissance, interdiction, SEAD. CSAR, FAC, antihelicopter operations, resupply, and fixed-wing/
helicopter escort missions. In the LIC environment, then, the A-10 is truly a multi-
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mission airplane, and it is bought and paid
for.

Night Capability
Speaking strictly in terms of current aircraft capabilities, the concern most often
voiced in discussions about an expanded
role for the A-10 in special operations and
LIC is its alleged lack of any night capability whatsoever. In point of fact, however, A-10s have conducted reduced-threat
CAS training at night for as long as the airplane has been in existence. Admittedly,
though, in order to acquire targets at night,
the A-10 must rely either on illumination/
marking devices— airborne flares, “ logs”
(ground-illumination markers), or artillerymarking rounds (e.g., 40-mm misch metal
or 105-mm white phosphorus [WP])— or
on the target-cueing ability of the Pave
Penny laser detector.
Illumination flares work well but don’t
last long and can highlight the employing
aircraft. Worse, they can easily give away
the position of a covert mission; thus, they
may often be unsuitable for special operations. Logs don’t give away the employing
aircraft, and they allow an adequate aiming reference on the ground, but they are
hard to see and difficult to place accurately. The 40-mm misch-metal rounds
fired by the AC-130 can be used to “sparkle" the target, marking it for A-10 acquisition. The 105-mm WP rounds can be used
in conjunction with a laser spot to identify
the target. For example, the gunship puts
down a WP round to point the A-10 toward the general vicinity of the target. The
AC-130 (or ground/helicopter laser team)
then lases the target, and the A-lO’s Pave
Penny acquires the laser spot. The pilot
places the Maverick boresight over the
Pave Penny diamond in the heads up display and thus acquires the target.
Of all these target acquisition/cueing
methods, the Pave Penny is currently the
most accurate, compatible system for the
A-10 in night employment. This system
detects the laser and presents a cue in the

HUD that overlays the target. The A-10 pilot can use that cue to aim the aircraft’s
gun, iron bombs, or Maverick missiles. In
fact, when employed with the Pave Penny,
the IR Maverick gives the A-10 an excellent nighttime standoff weapon for destroying hard targets up to several miles
away.7
Perhaps the least known, yet most dramatic, capability of the Pave Pennyequipped A-10 is its ability to deliver
LGBs from high-altitude, level flight (or
from a conventional dive). The A-lO’s
Pave Penny/LGB combination actually
makes the Hog a “ smart” delivery platform, allowing it to drop 500- or 2,000pound bombs from high altitudes with
pinpoint accuracy, without ever pointing
at the ground. In a special operations/LIC
context, this system could be especially
effective in covert interdiction and strikes
against hard targets.
Although the A-10 can indeed work at
night, it currently has no night vision capability. Pave Penny gives A-10 pilots a
good target cue, but they still cannot see
the target except under flares or in the IR
Maverick video display. For delivering
LGBs, IR Mavericks, or bullets in an interdiction or SEAD scenario, the Pave Penny
alone might suffice, as testing has shown.8
But if the aircraft is to provide truly effective CAS for troops in contact, as well as
escort and night CSAR. it must have an
effective night vision device. There is no
substitute for the situational awareness
gained by being able to see what is going
on in battle. Furthermore, this asset would
simplify coordination with the other
players, especially in terms of radio communications. This benefit was graphically
demonstrated in Operation Just Cause,
which employed night vision devices
extensively.9
Only in recent years have suitable night
vision systems or devices become available for fighter aircraft. The low-altitude
navigation and targeting infrared for night
(LANTIRN) navigation pod currently employed by the F-15E and some F-16Cs is
ideal for strike, interdiction, and bat-

A HEAL HOG WAH

tlefield air interdiction (BAI) missions. It
may also prove viable for the air support
role envisioned for the A-16 follow-on
CAS aircraft. However, for A-lOs supporting the unique spectrum of special
operations/LIC missions, a forward looking
infrared radar (FLIR)—for example, LANTIRN. Pathfinder, or LANA (low-altitude
night attack)—a lo n e would be unsuitable
for two reasons. First, it would require
very expensive modifications to the aircraft. Second, in terms of mission requirements, it is incompatible with the fluid nature of many of the missions discussed
here. A-10 pilots must be able to look
around in all directions to see the helicopters they are escorting, to deconflict with
the gunship, or to see the target and friendlies and then plan the roll-in accordingly.
E a sy to m aintain, the A -10 ca n o p e r a te in fo r w a r d lo ca tio n s
a g a in st a w ide variety o f targ ets, than ks to the a ssortm en t o f
m unitions it can ca rry — including the M a v erick m issile
sh ow n h er e.

ft
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Bv itself, visual information from the FLIR
in the HUD would just not suffice in many
cases.
The ideal system would be a headsteerable FLIRVlow-light-level television
integrated in the pilot’s helmet (e.g., the
Falcon Eye system used in the A-16 CAS
demonstrator). A simple turn of the head
would allow the pilot to see at night in almost any direction, thus providing the
needed employment flexibility and situational awareness. Once again, however, because such a system would require extensive modifications to the aircraft, it would
probably be too costly.
Helmet-mounted night vision goggles
utilizing low-light intensifiers offer another alternative. They allow the pilot to
“ look around" in any direction, and they
are about one-tenth as expensive as the
FLIR options.10 However, NVGs have had
serious drawbacks in the past. Originally
designed for surface forces and subsequently modified for airlift and helicop-
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ters, they were very cumbersome and limited both the field of view and visual
acuity. Furthermore, NVGs were simply
incompatible with fighter aircraft because
they were not stressed for high-G loading
and were not safe to wear in an ejection.
However, NVGs now in production resolve
or minimize these problems and are specifically designed for fighter aircraft. They
offer a wide field of view and improved
visual acuity; are lightweight, streamlined
(fitting underneath the visor), safe for ejection, and stressed for high-G loads; furthermore, they adapt to the current-issue
helmet and clip on and off like an oxygen
mask. These NVGs require no aircraft
modifications other than those to cockpit
lighting. However, cockpit lighting has improved to the point that these modifications are simple, cheap, and quick (taking
no more than one day). The total cost is
well under $40,000 per aircraft." This new
generation of NVGs can provide the A-10
with a simple, cost-effective night vision
capability that would allow the aircraft to
support special operations and LIC missions 24 hours a day.

Conclusion
Clearly, the A-10 can support US forces
on the low-intensity battlefield. Further-

more, the addition of a simple, effective
night vision system would substantially
improve the quality of that support. Toward that end. Tactical Air Command is
conducting an A/OA-10 technology demonstration program to examine the integration of various FLIR options with LASTE,
as well as various NVG options and other
systems improvements. We need to take
this technology demonstration one step
further, however. TAC should conduct a
follow-on tactics development and evaluation with joint special operations forces to
evaluate how well an A-10 equipped with
LASTE, NVGs, and/or FLIR can support
these forces in a broad range of missions.
In the meantime, the tactics and techniques verified by TAC’s 1987 test, mentioned previously, have been incorporated
into the A-10 tactics volume of Multicommand Manual (MCM) 3-1, T a c t ic a l
Employment.12 A-10 units should train
with these tactics in joint exercises.
LIC is the real war facing the United
States today. In the A-10, the Air Force
possesses a low-cost, multimission aircraft
of unequalled versatility. When measured
by the vital enhancements it will offer to
force survival, firepower, and operational
flexibility in low-intensity conflicts, the
A-10 stands alone. It is uniquely suited to
fight in this environment.
□
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GIULIO DOUHET
More on Target Than He Knew
Lt C o l Ric h a r d H. Est es , USAF

I

emy? What are his capabilities? Will the
T WAS like leaning on a giant door
next war be limited or general? Is it even
that would not give— an isometric expossible to conduct a general war without
ercise which lasted for over 40 years.
destroying the world? Is the expected enSuch was the cold war. Pressing
against the unyielding door on which the emy the one we will actually fight? Anyone claiming to have precise answers to
seemingly unmovable Russian bear was
these questions is uninformed; experts—
leaning from the other side produced over
aware of the world’s volatility— are the
a generation of frustration—and stability.
least certain of all. But Gen Giulio Douhet,
Now the door has flung open, and the
the maverick Italian air strategist, gone
United States and its allies find themnow for 60 years, had much to say about
selves falling through, landing with a
these matters. Although some of his spethud, and looking up with a sheepish
cific recommendations were wrong, his
smile. As we get up and dust ourselves off.
general theories may provide a blueprint
saying, “Darn right-about time.” we find
for the future.
ourselves in unfamiliar surroundings.
On the other side of the door we do not
find an orderly society, rid of oppression
and waiting for a little democratic touchThe Strategy of Douhet
up paint, but something akin to Alice’s
As early as 1921, General Douhet sugYVonderland. Indeed, the situation is so
gested
that the solution to the next war—
dreamlike and confusing that it may call
whenever and wherever it came—was not
for a whole new way of thinking. Gone, at
to conduct it like the last one but to use
least for a while, is an enemy we could
high technology to win it before the oppocount on, as well as the world stability
nent can respond: ‘‘Victory smiles upon
brought about by this superpower standoff.
those who anticipate the changes in the
Putting aside purely diplomatic considcharacter of war, not upon those who wait
erations that will certainly provide endless
to
adapt themselves after the changes ocentertainment for the US State Departcur.”1
Contemporary military planners igment, how does our military prepare itself
nore
these
words— Douhet’s greatest confor the coming era? How should we allotribution to war-fighting strategy—at their
cate and arm our forces? In order to proown peril. Indeed, we should use them as
duce a plan for the future, we must conthe basis for our plan for the 1990s and
sider such questions, many of them
beyond.
seemingly unanswerable: Who is the en68

Douhet was a product of World War I
and witnessed all of the carnage that resulted when outdated tactics and strategy
went up against high-technology weapons.
Selected in 1912 to lead Italy’s first aviation battalion,2 he saw firsthand how ineffective the land battle had become in total
war between modern powers. He was convinced that high technology— machine
guns, poison gas, and aircraft—made warfare between large land armies obsolete.
Further, he was certain that the technology
of land warfare favored the defense.
For instance, if a World War I soldier in
a defensive position (e.g., a trench) had a
gun that fired one shot per minute and the

attacker took one minute to cross the terrain to the entrenched soldier, Douhet reasoned that two attackers could overrun the
position. However, if the defender had a
weapon that could shoot 100 rounds per
minute, the enemy would have to send
100 victims and one victor to take the defended ground. And if the trench were
protected by barbed wire that prolonged
the trip across no-man’s-land to five minutes, 500 bodies would litter the battlefield
before the last attacker took out the defense.3 Thus was born the concept of the
force multiplier in military planning, accompanied by the demise of the ground offensive (at least according to Douhet).
Douhet’s calculations seemed precise to
a fault, leaving no place for errant bullets
or—as Paul Fussell points out in his book
on the misery of war—“natural forces like
wind and weather and psychological disruptions of purpose like boredom, terror,
and self-destructiveness.”4 In other words,
Clausewitz’s “ fog of war.” Such naivete
shows up again in Douhet’s bombing
plans; nevertheless, the foregoing illustration demonstrates the effect of technology
on warfare. Moreover, his conclusion that
defense had th e ^ p p e r hand was essentially correct: as many as 60,000 troops in
a single battle were killed in ill-advised
charges, and, as a result, World War I
bogged down into what he called “crystallization of the lines,”5 sending the conflict
into a stalemate.
69
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Thus, Douhet announced the end of the
era when surrogate armies roamed Europe
(or anywhere else] and fought wars for
their countries. Technology had converted
land wars into defensive struggles, which
were destined to become stalemated, obviating any possibility of clear-cut victory.
All future wars would be either total or
general and would involve entire nations.
That is, the dirty work could not be left
solely to the soldiers (some of whom at
times in history had been mercenaries)—
civilians, too, would be involved in the
next war. Most important, Douhet suggested that by giving the air force complete
independence from the other services and
by making the airplane the preeminent
weapon system in the military arsenal, air
power could become the instrument of victory in the next war.6

Command of the Air
Douhet believed that, with the advent of
technology, the army and navy had become “ organs of indirect attrition of national resistance.’’ The air arm, on the
other hand, could act directly to break national resistance at the very source. But
not just any air force would do. Douhet rejected the idea of an auxiliary air arm of
the army or navy or a collection of
"knights-errant” flying fighters. Rather, he
called for a fleet of massive, self-defending
bombers that would dominate not only the

D ou het. w h o sa w th e c a r n a g e o f the W orld W ar I b a ttlefield ,
o v er sta te d h is c a s e by saying that a ir p o w e r w ould m ake
lan d a r m ie s m ere au xiliary fo r c e s . N ev erth eless, h e still h a s
m uch to tea ch us.

G IU L IO D O U H E T

enemy, but also the military budget of
Italy—or any other country that would listen to his ideas. He wanted an air force
that could win not just air battles but total
command of the air. This command of the
air would have a debilitating effect on the
capability of land and sea forces, which
would be relegated to a secondary role in
future conflicts. The army and navy would
remain part of an "indivisible whole” of
the three armed services but would no
longer be a significant factor in successfully resolving a war.7 With the ascendance of the air force, “the history of the
war ... presents no more interest.”8
.4

G iant B o m b er F leet

In keeping with his vision, Douhet suggested that countries maintain modest armies and navies and devote most of their
attention—and money—to air power, specifically bombers. Immediately after commencement of hostilities, these aircraft
would be used against countervalue targets: population centers, transportation
nodes, manufacturing sites, and important
buildings, both public and private. The attendant devastation would cause the people (as opposed to the military) to lose the
will to fight, and the war would end
quickly.9
The earlier the air attack the better, according to Douhet. He reasoned that waiting for an official declaration of war could
be disastrous because the opponent himself might seize the opportunity for a first
strike. He suggested using for the attack a
combination of high-explosive, incendiary,
and chemical weapons, with emphasis on
the latter two. The explosives would be
disruptive, the incendiaries would set fires
and do the real damage, and the gas bombs
(delivered last) would enhance the incendiaries’ effectiveness by keeping fire
fighters away. To be sure, this combination
of weapons was quite nasty, and using
them probably violated principles of gentlemanly fighting— but an early termination of hostilities would save lives. Douhet
argued that since war is amoral—
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regardless of the methods—and inevitable,
warring nations should get it over with as
soon as possible. He was convinced that
the populace under attack would give up
quickly: “ The time would soon come
when, to put an end to horror and suffering. the people themselves, driven by the
instinct of self-preservation, would rise up
and demand an end to the war.”10
No D efense

Douhet did not favor expenditures for any
kind of defense against an air attack, remarking that ‘‘viewed in its true light,
aerial warfare admits of no defense, only
offense.” " Writing before the advent of
radar, he maintained that such a defense
was untenable since any given country has
more countervalue targets than it can defend. Specifically, because no country
could determine whether an attack were
imminent, it would have to defend all possible targets. Even if detection of an attack
were possible, the enemy’s selected target
would remain unknown.
Given this attitude (a little surprising in
light of Douhet’s vision in other areas of
technology), his answer to defense was to
knock out the opponent’s air force before
he has a chance to use it; this tactic was
his only concession to counterforce targeting. (To Douhet. using planes against an
opponent’s army was useless. Aircraft
might kill two-thirds of the enemy troops,
but the other third might still be willing to
fight. Furthermore, the effort would not
stop the opponent’s war-generation capability or, more important, affect the
average citizen.)12 Although some of his
fleet of self-protected flying fortresses
would be lost, he felt that most would
reach their targets. After taking out the opposing air force, one’s own air force would
have air superiority and could then fly to
any target unscathed.
Few Fighters

With regard to fighter aircraft, Douhet argued that— if they were used at all—
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fighters should protect the bombers. Certainly, they should not be employed in a
futile defense of the homeland, and they
would be completely wasted in engagements with other fighters because only a
few enemy planes are destroyed, no land
is captured, and the enemy’s will is unaffected. All glory—no results.13
Douhet was equally opposed to using
what he called auxiliary air forces with the
army and the navy. Aircraft employed by
surface forces would be wasted since, to
his way of thinking, the latter’s efforts
could never be decisive. A country would
be better served by using its resources to
build more bombers. He did. however,
favor limited use of reconnaissance aircraft
for target selection and escort for
bombers.14
Like his computations for machine guns,
Douhet used exact calculations to determine the effect of individual bombing attacks. He suggested that 10 aircraft carrying two tons of bombs each could destroy
everything within a radius of 250 meters,
which he called a “bombing unit.’’ (Similarly, he used “fighter units” for protection of his bombers.)15 By determining the
number of bombing units required to destroy a given target, he was able to size his
force. Thus, Douhet attempted to make an
exact science out of the very imprecise
task of killing people.

The Efficacy of Douhet
At first glance, events since Douhet’s
time seem to disprove his theories about
air power. Take, for example, the German
blitz during the Battle of Britain. The
Germans poured so many bombs on
London, Coventry, and other targets in
1940 and 1941 that if any people had reason to lose their will to fight, the British
certainly did. Instead, the bombing
strengthened their resolve and made heroes out of the Royal Air Force fighter pilots who defended their country.
However, we must note that the Germans did not use chemical weapons on

top of the incendiaries, as Douhet suggested. Had they done so, and if London or
some other city had burned to the ground
with no chance to rebuild—or if the land
victory in Germany and the atomic bomb
in Japan had not overshadowed the devastation of Hamburg, Dresden, and Tokyo
(which conformed somewhat to Douhet’s
vision)—perhaps the outcome would have
been different. To this extent, Douhet’s
theory did not get a full airing. But other
examples from World War II show that air
power did not win the war by itself.
The B-17, B-24, and several other aircraft were exactly the types of platforms
that Douhet had envisioned to win command of the air. They were relatively accurate, long-range bombers and were heavily
fortified with turret machine guns for selfdefense. Further, they were produced in
large numbers in a short period of time.
But both the Allies and the Axis produced
equally large numbers of fighters and developed radar and accurate antiaircraft
weapons. Therefore, bombers alone were
unable to fly undetected and unopposed to
targets deep within enemy territory.
But the air war in World War II became
so large, consumed so many resources, and
was effective in so many places (fighter defense in the Battle of Britain, airlift in
Burma over “the Hump,” naval air in the
Marianas, and the bomber campaign
against Germany, to name a very few) that
Douhet’s insistence on an independent air
force was vindicated. Indeed, the air force
is a separate military service in most nations today. Contrary to Douhet’s sense of
priorities, however, the US Air Force remains firmly committed to the support of
ground forces in all of its missions, with
the exception of strategic nuclear operations.16 The attitude of our military is that,
with few exceptions, wars will still be terminated on the ground.
Some point out that Japan's quick surrender following the destruction of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki verifies Douhet’s
theory about undermining the national
will. For example, in 1953 Bernard Brodie
wrote that, because of the ability of atomic

G1UL10 DOUHET

A lthough D ou h et a n ticip a ted the r o le o f b o m b e r s in fu tu re
w ars, h e d id not fo r e s e e a d v a n c es in d e fe n s e s ag a in st a e r ia l
attack. In short. D ou h et h a d the sa m e p ro b lem a s today's
p la n n ers—p red ictin g the fu tu re with c o m p lete a ccu ra cy .

weapons to quickly destroy the fighting
spirit of an entire nation, Douhet was
probably more correct than ever (certainly,
though, he should not be credited with anticipating nuclear weapons).17 Others argue. however, that the superpowers’ ability to launch under attack and retaliate
before being hit precludes the possibility
of establishing command of the air (except
against nonnuclear countries; even then,
there is no assurance that a third party
with nuclear weapons would not
intervene).
So where do we go from here? We have
seen that airplanes alone, although very
effective, won’t win the big war—unless it
is nuclear. Nuclear powers have stalemated each other, making the prospect of a
nuclear exchange— much less Douhet’s
general war—remote. What then? The answer lies in “anticipating the changes in
the character of war.”
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Douhet for the 1990s
Today, there are two schools of thought
on the sizing and generation of our military forces. The first, heard around the defense establishment, is that our erstwhile
enemy, the Soviet Union, may have
changed its intentions, but it can still destroy us. Therefore, we must plan accordingly. The second, a product of those people who think that our economic problems
overshadow the military situation, is that
we should relax because the Warsaw Pact
has folded its collective tent and left town.
On the one hand, these views may be
complementary— perhaps we can draw
down our military and still maintain a
credible deterrent. On the other hand,
either—or both—may be a prescription for
suicide.
N ukes and Uncertainty

Since 1945, at least one fact has become
clear: no one knows what is going to happen on the world scene tomorrow, much
less next year or 10 years from now. We
can also be reasonably assured that world
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W orld W ar II d is p r o v e d D oidtet's theory that m assive raid s
o n citie s a n d industry w ou ld underm ine the enem y's m o ra le
a n d le a d to h is su rren d er. N u clear w a rfa re, though, h a s
given new life to h is co n jectu res.

CIULIO DOUHET

D ou het's vision o f h u g e b o m b e r fo r m a tio n s, self-su p p ortin g
a n d ov erw helm in g in th eir p o w e r , s e e m e d to m a teria liz e in
W orld W ar II. T he b o m b e r p la y e d a sig n ifican t ro le in the
d e fe a t o f J a p a n a n d G erm an y but w as not so lely resp o n sib le.
T oday, w e must c o n s id e r a ll o f ou r te c h n o lo g ic a l op tion s an d
not rely on any p a r tic u la r o n e a s the on ly solu tion .

peace is not forthcoming and that most
countries will need some kind of military
capability. Had they been polled 10 years
ago, many people would have said that the
world would eventually be destroyed by
nuclear weapons. Today, however, those
same people feel that these weapons, by
virtue of their very existence, lessen the
chance of general war and therefore are a
stabilizing factor in international relations.
Although there are no guarantees, this concept has held true since 1945, and our trigger finger hasn’t even itched since the
Cuban missile crisis in 1962. Thus, continuation of nuclear modernization and
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deployment of weapons in sufficient numbers to maintain some sort of worldwide
balance seems a prudent course of action
and vital to our national policy. Although
Douhet never mentioned the concept of
deterrence per se, the principle is reminiscent of his own precepts, with a twist.
That is, the advantage belongs to both
sides—not just one. Beyond the nuclear
foundation, we need to stop in our tracks
and review every bit of past thinking to
find the best answers to the questions
posed earlier.
The number of possible scenarios in
such a review precludes a comprehensive
examination, but citing a few will demonstrate the difficulty of planning for them.
First, Gorbachev could be deposed, either
through the political process or a military
coup, and a hard-liner could come to
power. This action might reverse the
clamor for independence that has swept
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Eastern Europe and has moved to the
Soviet republics. Second. Eastern Europe,
chafing under the rule of ill-chosen
popular leaders, could find itself in civil
war from the Baltic to the Black Sea.
Third, Soviet republics could take the
Lithuanian model to the extreme and elect
open revolt. Thus. Gorbachev or his successor could find himself running, as
George Will said, “the Duchy of Moscow”
(but perhaps with a finger still on the nuclear trigger). Fourth, the two Germanys,
moving inexorably toward reunification,
could withdraw from NATO—shattering
that organization— and become a real or
perceived threat to the rest of Europe.
Fifth, the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact countries could join NATO or some new alliance while the USSR festers in civil war.

S tealth tech n o lo g y p r o v id e s o n e w ay o f p re p a rin g f o r
m ultiple a n d ch a n g in g threats. C a p a b le o f p erfo rm in g in the
m axim u m -threat en vironm ent b e c a u s e o f its rad a r-ev a d in g
c a p a b ilitie s , th e stea lth a ir c ra ft is v a lu a b le in o th e r a r e a s o f
th e sp ectru m o f c o n flic t a s w ell.

Last, the US and USSR could become allies in a war in the Middle East or in one
against nuclear-armed terrorist nations, or
African nations engaged in border and
food wars. Which scenarios are likely? We
just don’t know. One man in power at the
right place can make all of the difference—
witness Stalin, Ceausescu. Noriega, Castro,
and Hitler. Therefore, the US must use the
most complicated of all force-structuring
strategies: hedging.

G1UUO DOUHET
W'av's. Means, and Ends

By hedging, we mean the management of
risk to our national interests. Any strategy
is a balancing of desired outcomes (ends)
against ways and means to accomplish
those ends. Risk is the mismatch between
any of the three elements. When military
planners seek to minimize risk, they must
address several matters: perceived threat,
possible scenarios, available technology,
direction of planning influence (top down
or bottom up), mission, and money
available.
Traditionally, the US has used the perceived threat as the basis for military planning. When possible threats outnumber
any conceivable mix of forces, we use a
“ level of effort’’ approach— assigning
available forces to perform at a certain
level, regardless of the threat. Defense of
the continental US is an example. All of
the other factors weigh in at some point in
the planning process, but the second most
notable element (in addition to threat) is
the monetary one.
We would like to have enough forces to
meet the threat with minimum risk, but
the available dollars usually do not allow
that luxury. One does not need a Phi Beta
Kappa key to realize that reductions to the
defense budget are in the offing. The perception, accurate or not. is that the threat
has gone south, so the military needs
fewer bucks. With that as a given, available finances must not be used to sustain
an artificial troop level that was never
enough in the first place to match up with
Warsaw Pact forces. That is, the fact that
the US is morally opposed to using its
troops as cannon fodder obviates any possibility that we can ever outnumber the
forces of a country that is less scrupulous
about its troops. Consequently, we are left
to hedge our bets and apply money where
it will most likely have some effect. Specifically. we can invest in superior technology and readiness for the next war. Our
people must be happy, well equipped,
flexible (ready to go anywhere since they
may not be prepositioned), and prepared
for the buildup when and if it occurs.
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In the event of such a buildup, having
the most modern systems on the production line would require only a surge, rather
than a retooling, when time may be of the
essence. In a drawdown like the one we
are in now, Congress must fund the most
advanced systems available (including sufficient modern airlift and sea lift). Saddling a reduced force structure with systems from the last war would be a fatal
mistake. Not only must we modernize, but
also we must reshape our thinking. That is
how the United States should hedge.
Douhet would be proud.

To the Future with Douhet
We have spent the past 40 years trying
to envision what a war in central Europe
would be like. Perhaps we should stop
thinking of that location as the most likely
place for the next war. Relatively speaking,
we may be at the same point in modern
warfare that Douhet found himself in
World War I. That is, just as nineteenthcentury weaponry was no match for the
machine gun, perhaps twentieth-century
combat aircraft are no longer any competition for modern-day defenses—at least in a
maximum-threat environment. Like
Douhet, we should redirect our attention
and look for the next leaps in technology,
some of which are already here: long-range
standoff weapons, accurate tactical ballistic missiles (heretofore anathema to Air
Force planners), drone aircraft, and stealth
technology. We should, however, continue
to include aircraft in plans that we draw
up to counter sophisticated threats, regardless of the risk. But we should realize that
they will most likely be used to dominate
a limited war. We should have no aversion
to using B-2s (which would still be earmarked for our nuclear forces) in a conventional role against Libya or F-117s
against Panama. Because we frequently
have air superiority in a limited war and
because such high-tech aircraft are highly
survivable, the chances of losing them are
remote. Furthermore, these aircraft could
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also survive the higher threat presented by
a war in central Europe— at least until the
next leap in defensive technology comes
along. Employment of these platforms
could very likely lead to an early cessation
of hostilities and the saving of lives, much
as Douhet envisioned.
Finally, we must continue to pursue
technological improvements in the nuclear
triad (intercontinental ballistic missiles,
manned bombers, and submarinelaunched ballistic missiles) since it is our
insurance policy against major war. For
the moment, our focus should be on the
Trident D-5 missile, which will provide
undetected hard-target kill. But as technology moves forward, it seems almost a foregone conclusion that some day the oceans
will become transparent to defenses, and
we must plan for that contingency. We

must not neglect the other two legs of the
triad. We need to keep thinking, because
technological advancements in one leg of
the triad may make one of the others obsolete. For instance, perhaps a dyad of
stealth bombers and submarine-launched
missiles—or some other combination—is
the ticket for tomorrow.
The world changes. The military that
does not change with it or that is guilty of
outmoded thinking can no longer be effective. Although Douhet’s theories have not
borne up in a number of critical areas, he
was right on target with a statement that
still speaks clearly to us: “Those nations
who are caught unprepared for the coming
war will find, when war breaks out, not
only that it is too late for them to get ready
for it, but that they cannot even get the
drift of it.”18
□
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RICOCHETS
Ricochets
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from page 3

Diego M. Wendt’s article “ Using a
Sledgehammer to Kill a Gnat” reflected many
of the reasons that US strategy in counterinsurgency warfare failed in Vietnam. After
spending the better part of a decade in the
western Pacific, I can immediately think of two
recent problems involving Communist
insurgency—the Philippines and Thailand. A
few years ago, while I was TDY to Mindanao,
the Philippines, a hotel receptionist told my
group that her husband had been murdered
four years earlier. When queried about who had
done it, she replied, “ NPA [New People’s
Army], the military, what’s the difference?”
While the current situation may have improved
somewhat under President Corazon Aquino,
the Philippines may want to take a chapter
from Thailand’s success in dealing with Communist insurgency.
Although the reasons for each insurgency are
similar, the outcomes have been quite different.
Communist roots in the Philippines can be
traced to the Hukbalahaps, who fought the Japanese during World War II before taking up
arms against the Philippine government. The
Communist insurgency in Thailand had its
roots even before the coup that toppled the absolute monarchy in 1932. The earlier establishment of commercial agricultural operations in
both Thailand and the Philippines created a
population of heavily indebted, landless peasants that became a cradle for insurgency.
Another similarity between the Thai and
Philippine situations was the military establishments in both countries. Upper-echelon
military officers got promoted as "favors” from
the central government. Front-line officers and
noncommissioned officers, who bore the brunt
of the Communist rebellion, suffered stagnant
careers because of favoritism. This caused the
formation of the Young Military Officers Group
in Thailand in 1973, similar to the formation of
the Reform the Armed Forces Movement (RAM)
in the Philippines. Both groups were concerned
that corruption and political favoritism would
ultimately result in success for the Communists. In Thailand, three years of upheaval trying to establish a parliamentary democracy led
to mob violence in 1976 and a return to military rule. The government’s situation in Thailand was ideal for Communist adventurism.
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How did Thailand overcome the problem,
and how can the Philippines benefit from the
Thai lesson? A backer of the Young Military Officers Group was Prem Tinsulanond, a Thai
army commander. With the young revisionists'
support, Prem became Thailand's new prime
minister. Prem promoted the advancement of
democracy in the hinterlands. It was the beginning of the end for the Communist Party of
Thailand (CPT). Instead of setting his primary
sights on the Communist rebels, Prem targeted
the underlying causes of the rebellion. Instead
of an army that sought only to “search and destroy” Communists, the Thai army concentrated on development of the rural countryside.
National development became the army's
number-one priority. This, coupled with mass
mobilization—a tool used by the Communists
in the past—was the key to their demise. Instead of just army units, local militias were
formed to provide civic action projects, roadbuilding projects, and agricultural projects, as
well as provide protection for these new resources. An active psychological-warfare campaign was instituted throughout the country.
Communist defections became a flood, the CPT
lost popular support in the countryside, and
their movement failed.
Perhaps an in-depth study by the New
Armed Forces of the Philippines into the Thai
solution to their Communist insurgency, coupled with an effective land-reform program,
will bring an end to the New People’s Army,
the National Democratic Front, and the Communist Party of the Philippines. Most of all. let
us hope that it brings peace and prosperity to a
land that has never had much of either.
MSgt Stephen G. Southerland, USAF

Scott AFB, Illin o is

MORE KUDOS FOR OUR AUTHORS
I enjoy high-tech military thriller books. Tom
Clancy and Dale Brown are among my favorite
authors. Lately, I’ve found many articles in the
Airpower Journal, such as “ Air and Space
Forces: The One Endures as the Other
Emerges" (Spring 1990), that satisfy my reading
taste. I just want to say thanks to all of you who
have contributed to the publication.
TSgt Alan D. Paylor, USAF
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net assessment
Master of Airpower: General Carl A. Spaatz by

David R. Mets. Novato, California 94949: Presidio Press, 1988, 448 pages. $22.50.

David Mets, with the sponsorship of the
Aerospace Education Foundation and the Air
Force Historical Foundation, has written a welcome and valuable addition to the literature of
air power. Master of Airpower is a well-written
and readable study of the evolution of American air power as it developed as part of the
Army and emerged as an independent US Air
Force in 1947. Mets uses the experiences of
Gen Carl Spaatz, a major actor in the growth of
American air power, to trace the development
of US aerial combat capabilities and concepts
from their origins within a limited support arm
of the Army, through the frustration of creating
a combat force in World War I and the challenges of the interwar years, to the maturation
of the US Army Air Forces during World War
II. The reader is treated to a well-guided tour of
the growth of theory, doctrine, and organization
of American land-based air power. Although
some areas are given rather brief treatment,
such as the formation of an independent USAF,
the work serves as a solid survey of doctrinal
and organizational history.

The book is a bit less satisfying in its stated
purpose of studying an important man—Carl
Spaatz. This reader constantly wanted to know
more about Spaatz—his opinions, emotions,
and struggles with difficult issues. Mets does
an exceptional job of placing Spaatz in the context of his times and of explaining the rationale
for some of Spaatz’s key decisions and positions on evolving doctrinal issues. However,
Spaatz himself remains somewhat twodimensional and a bit of an enigma. A stronger
development of Spaatz's personal views and
concerns on such controversial events as the
pre-Normandy bombing campaign, the bombing
of Dresden, and the decision to drop the atomic
bomb could have added much more depth to
the personality of a truly great air leader.
Spaatz does emerge from this study as an interesting role model for air leaders. Although
often pictured as a doctrinal conceptualizer,
Spaatz appears in this book as—above all else—
a strong, pragmatic leader who always gets the
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job done, often in the face of serious difficulties. Contemporary service leaders and
junior officers could benefit from an examination of Spaatz’s career. This type of personal assessment is especially valuable today, when the
USAF faces challenges to its doctrine and force
structure. Indeed, these challenges may rival
those encountered in the interwar years when
the Air Service/Air Corps struggled to establish
an organizational identity and gain adequate
funding from Congress. The primary problem
with using Carl Spaatz as a role model is that,
like many of the founding fathers of the Air
Force, he was an outspoken maverick and definitely not a spit-and-polish military officer. He
was a doer who aggressively attacked problems
and sometimes made mistakes (which would
likely kill the career of a modern USAF officer).
He was respected for his skills and allowed to
overcome his mistakes to rise to the top of his
profession. Thus, Spaatz effectively led large
combat forces in war and served as the first
chief of staff of the independent US Air Force.
This story of Gen Carl Spaatz is an important
one and is recommended reading for all members of the USAF. as well as anyone interested
in air power. David Mets has produced an admirable study of the roots of modern air power
doctrine. Members of the modern Air Force can
better understand the present by understanding
the origins of basic organizational perspectives.
The insights to be gained from Master of Airpower, together with the steadily growing collection of books on the evolution of air power
and on great air leaders, allow today’s leaders—
and tomorrow’s—to take a step towards better
leadership and victor)' in any conflict. By heeding these insights, we ensure that we "know
ourselves”—one of Sun Tzu’s key prerequisites
for victory.
Lt Col Jerome V. Martin, USAF

USAF Academy. Colorado

Pilots and Rebels: The Use of Aircraft in Un
conventional Warfare, 1918-1988 by Philip
A. Towle. London: Brassey's Defence Publishers, 1989, 212 pages, $53.95.

NET ASSESSMENT
The notion may surprise some people, but
professional historians do have a certain value.
Military operators tend to be pragmatists—
relying on direct experience, taking each task as
it comes, and priding themselves in having
their feet on the ground. Although this trait is
important for confronting the often brutal complexities of warfare, it can be limiting—
prompting them to miss the forest for the trees.
Historians, by contrast, can analyze a wide variety of such experiences and synthesize the
lessons learned into useful conclusions for future action.
So it is with Philip Towle’s book. Towle, a
historian and fellow at Queen’s College.
Cambridge University, takes us on a wellwritten, succinct, historical tour of the French,
British, American, and (briefly) Soviet experiences with air power in guerrilla warfare. He
show's how aircraft were used in imperial policing in India, Africa, and the Middle East; in
supporting resistance movements during World
War II; and in fighting the multitude of insurgencies that infected international relations after 1945. ranging from Greece to Afghanistan.
The portrait is fascinating; the author weaves a
good tale. The reader sees both the successful
uses of air power, as with the British in Iraq
(1920s) and Malaya (1950s), and its failures, including the French and American experiences
in Vietnam.
The history is good, but the lessons are even
more compelling. To some readers, these
lessons may be disappointing. People who love
airplanes want their weapon systems to be fast,
sophisticated, heavily armed, and manned. The
record shows, however, that this desire often
blinds us to practical alternatives for handling
real problems. Based on his review of air
power’s 70-year history with unconventional
conflicts. Towle hazards conclusions about aircraft in insurgencies from the point of view of
both government and insurgents. Some
examples;

• From a government point of view, air
power can be the great equalizer against highly
mobile guerrilla units, but it cannot defeat an
insurgency by itself, particularly one supported
by the majority of the population.
• Insurgency is a test of endurance. For this
reason, cheap or obsolete aircraft often have
been more durable and useful than expensive,
sophisticated ones.
• The ideal counterinsurgency aircraft is one
with a slow stalling speed and a cockpit with
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wide visibility, features particularly important
for aerial reconnaissance.
• From the insurgent point of view, an effective counterair campaign can be waged by
using selective ground attacks on air bases to
destroy aircraft and kill pilots.
• If guerrillas enjoy air superiority, as they
did in Yugoslavia in 1944, the combination of
air power and mobile guerrilla tactics can devastate conventional defenses.
• Insurgents should make government air
strikes appear indiscriminate and excessive in
their use of force, even if they are not. Insurgency, after all, is a war of perceptions.
This last point suggests perhaps the most important lesson: for the government side, firepower must be used judiciously at the right
time and place and in the right amount. The
use of massive firepower to handle insurgent
problems is very tempting, yet this tactic can
quickly reach a point of diminishing returns.
Bombing the Iraqis in the 1920s, for example,
had a tremendous psychological impact, but
only until the novelty wore off. In the long run,
the liberal use of firepower tends to create more
guerrillas than it kills. As British and American
experiences show, it also can lead to international criticism and loss of public support.

This thought is not a new' one, and much has
been said in recent literature on low-intensity
conflict about the relatively greater importance
of the “administrative function” of air power—
airlift and mobility. Towde points out, how'ever,
that even these aspects have their limitations,
as shown in Vietnam at Dien Bien Phu. Raw'
firepower may take second place, but it is still a
critical element at key moments. Time and
again, the destructive capabilities of air power
have provided the margin of strength necessary
for friendly forces to corner and defeat guerrillas or to extricate friendlies from untenable
situations.

As always, the real solution in conflicts of
this nature is to meet the opponent’s political
grievances. This doesn’t mean being co-opted
by the opposition. Rather, it involves (1) understanding why people take up arms and (2) mitigating the cause. Towle points out that the flexibility and versatility of air power directly serve
this end by enhancing a friendly presence
throughout the area of concern. Further, appropriate cooperation between component services
can prove useful in this endeavor. For example,
ground-force control of discrete air force
units— which appears to violate the Air Force’s
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doctrine of centralized control—is often the op
timum arrangement when guerrillas alone are
the opponents and there is no significant air-toair threat or little conflict in selecting target
priorities.
Towle’s book is im portant for the profes
sional officer in understanding how to use air
power. It is well indexed and has a good bibli
ography. Also quite interesting is the appendix,
which describes 75 aircraft types used in guer
rilla war since World War I. Towle’s volume
should he part of the library of any officer hop
ing to divine the role of the Air Force in the
twenty-first century.
Lt Col Richard L. Davis, USAF
W a s h in g to n ,

D C.

A Lonely Kind of War: Forward Air Controller,

Vietnam by Marshall Harrison. Novato, Cal
ifornia 94949: Presidio Press, 1989, 285
pages, $18.95.
Yes. Read this one. A L o n e ly Kind o f War is a
brisk, assimilating account of Harrison’s daring,
dirty, respectable tour of duty as a forward air
controller (FAC) in Vietnam during 1969. Based
upon my own experience—same time, same
country—Harrison kept the faith with the FAC
brethren. By changing a few names, tinkering a
tad with some geographical places, and not crit
icizing the fighter pilots too badly, he tells the
real story without pointing fingers at actual
personalities.
The book comm ences with the statem ent
‘‘The radio came alive with the flight leader’s
voice just as I saw them .” In a no-kidding,
there-I-was way, you are thrust into a vivid
slice of combat life. With Harrison grappling
the controls of his OV-10 and skimming the
trees at 140 knots, you begin to realize he is the
central player in a genuine “ goat rope” of a
troops-in-contact air strike. He twists and gy
rates above a foreboding jungle, while dodging
monsoons and tracers from an unseen enemy.
He listens to the crackling, screaming voice of
the pinned-down US Army patrol leader. He
commands the 500-knot fighter-bombers while
surgically stitching rounds from an anxious ar
tillery battery. He diplomatically placates the
prickly old fart of an airborne brigade com
mander. And he orders more ‘‘tactical air” from
his own base-camp radio link to the Air

Force—all at the same time—on five different
radios. Thirty-three pages later, this FAC mis
sion is accomplished, as an exhausted Harrison
is wearily dragged from the cockpit by his crew
chief. Just another day—Harrison’s 69th—of the
year-long tour.
This outstanding first-person experience con
trasts in perspective to the two other popular
Vietnam-era books about forward air control
lers. B at-21, by William C. Anderson, was writ
ten from the viewpoint of a downed airman de
pending on a FAC for survival and rescue.
Christopher Robbins, neither a FAC nor a pilot,
wrote The Ravens, based upon a collection of
pilot experiences from Raven FACs, but he
really w asn't there. M arshall Harrison,
however, lived the role and told the story from
the actual, lonely perspective of the airborne
forward air controller.
Air-to-ground war stories don’t get much bet
ter than this one. The account follows a famil
iar path, beginning with stateside checkout as
an instant fighter pilot in the AT-33 and his
FAC upgrade in the OV-10. The tour continues
with “snake” (jungle survival) school at Clark
Air Base, the Philippines, and FAC “U,” his in
country checkout. Next, we witness the visceral
experience of a journeyman FAC, crowned by
his tactical air support of the war in Cambodia
that wasn't supposed to be going on “over the
fence.”
Harrison keeps his view of the mission clear.
It boils down to short rounds versus haircuts.
The FAC’s ultimate goal in close air support is
accurately controlling fighters to drop ordnance
on the bad guys, in close proximity to—but
never “short" on—the good guys. FACs learn to
channel attention on the mission and not sweat
the small stuff. When you spend your tour
sweating with the Army, living in and flying
from the dusty, muddy forward echelon, en
trusted with the singularly independent re
sponsibility of controlling dozens of
multimillion-dollar fighters that are dropping
bombs in close proximity to fellow Americans,
it seems grossly out of proportion to be told to
get a haircut by some rear-echelon headquarters
weenie.
Some of the characters may seem a bit stereo
typed, but that’s just the way men behave dur
ing a war: some guys become John Wayne,
some don’t cut the program, and others just
manifest their own personalities. But all be
come vivid characters. Harrison makes it easy
to visualize the crusty US Army brigade com
mander, cowboying around in his helicopter,
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microleading a platoon and every echelon in
between. You can also picture the fast-track
academy type who can’t overcome his fears.
Harrison packs him off to join the ranks of the
air-conditioned staff pukes in Saigon.
Not forgotten are Harrison's own frustrations.
He was initially humbled during his in-country
checkout by the frenzied pace of forward air
combat. Later, in a shockingly personal epi
sode, he recalls survival procedures in his des
peration after being shot down. Finally, we see
that it was hard to live with flying the “ big
lie”—supporting the CIA’s out-country war in
Cambodia without the open support of the
American people. But, like a good soldier he sa
luted, said, “Yes sir,” and did the job.
Harrison’s experience is appropriately woven
with the acid wit of combat humor, including
the incident about the unfortunate pilot at
jungle-survival school who, while sleeping, got
bit on the lip by a Hershey-bar-loving rat. Al
though deadly serious, he draws chuckles over
the assault on the cobra that commandeered the
urgently needed bunker during a rocket attack.
And his experiences with some of the Aussie
pilots who served combat FAC tours flying
USAF light aircraft are uproarious. About the
only thing he left out was the Air Ground Oper
ations School at Hurlburt Field. Florida. Like
the rest of us who were bored with a ground
school about how to FAC with the Army, he
probably slept through it too.
Other than savoring the daring exploits of the
FAC, why read the book? What does the con
temporary Air Force officer need to know about
FACs? The FAC force is dying. It took about 20
years to exhaust all their combat experience.
Guys who stayed in the tactical air control sys
tem rarely got promoted to lieutenant colonel,
much less colonel. No new dedicated FAC air
craft have entered the service since the OV-10
(the OA-10 was reroled). The same thing hap
pened after World War II and Korea, which is
why we began Vietnam performing forward air
control in O-ls. Will we need the airborne FAC
again? Maybe. Even if sensors and snooping
platforms become extremely sophisticated, get
ting current target information cranked through
the intelligence “fusion" process will always be
frustratingly slow. Nothing can replace the hu
man "eyes of the fist" above the battlefield. The
FAC experience is worth keeping alive; Har
rison tells it like it really was.
Lt Col Dion W. Johnson, USAF

Camp H.

M. Sm ith. H aw aii
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One Day in a Long War: May 10, 1972, Air
War, North Vietnam by Jeffrey Ethell and

Alfred Price. New York 10022: Random
House, 1989, 217 pages, $18.95.

One Day in a Long War is an airman’s book.
Recapitulating the events that happened in the
air war over North Vietnam on 10 May 1972—
the opening day of Linebacker 1—this book sup
plies the tension and excitement that is missing
from the official Air Force study (The Tale of
Tw o Bridges: The Battle for the Skies over
N orth Vietnam ). The difference between the
two books is the fact that One Day is based pri
marily on recorded cockpit conversations, di
aries, and interviews.
Writing this book in a journalistic rather than
an academic style makes it a "quick read." One
Day is a chronological narrative of the events
occurring on 10 May—from m idnight to
m idnight—as viewed from the cockpit. This
perspective gives it the excitement missing
from the USAF publication, which was written
from a more detached viewpoint. Also adding
to the book’s interest are the observations from
French journalists and the British consul gen
eral, which provide the picture as seen from the
ground in North Vietnam.
One Day is one of those rare books that can
be appreciated by both the general reader as
well as the experienced airman. On one level, it
is a very basic book, taking pains to explain
things to the general reader, such as the reason
that the Paul Doumer Bridge presented a tough
target and the differences between the various
types of aircraft ordnance (electro-optically
guided bombs and laser guided bombs). With
this help from the authors, the person ignorant
of air combat operations quickly "learns the
lingo” and is able to follow the movement of
the narrative without feeling overwhelmed by
technical terms.
On another level, from the standpoint of the
air tactician or the aircrew member, the cockpit
chatter is invaluable in studying what works
and what does not in air combat. The descrip
tions presented are of dogfights as seen from
the cockpit, which are much different than the
third-person accounts usually found in official
histories. One comes away from this experience
with the definite feeling that the aircrews were
shortchanged by the reliance on air-to-air mis
siles to the exclusion of aircraft cannon. The
conclusion presented by the authors is that,
had the fighters been provided with cannon,
their kill ratio would have been much higher in
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encounters too close for the use of missiles or
in those instances when the missiles turned out
to be “duds” (particularly significant in light of
the statistic showing a reliability rate for the
missiles that ranges as low as 15 percent).
The authors succeed remarkably well in
striking a balance between the Air Force and
Navy flight operations on that day. In fact, one
of the primary points made by the authors is
that the Navy initiated training at its “ Top
Gun" school just prior to Linebacker, but its
worth could not be assessed until large-scale
air-to-air combat resumed—which it did in this
operation. Their conclusion was that Top Gun
did prove its worth, in terms of both lives and
aircraft saved.
For this reader, the book had three high
points. One, of course, was to be able to read
the thoughts of the crews as they engaged in air
combat. One can remember all the stock footage
of air combat scenes in years of official Air
Force news films, but with this book the reader
t an better experience the fear and anticipation
in the cockpit. Another high point was the in
formal decision by some of the pilots to “alter”
their egress plan from Hanoi in order to fly over
the “ Hanoi Hilton” and cut loose with sonic
booms over the prison in order to let the POWs
know they were not forgotten. (But it was dis
appointing to learn that the POWs did not hear
the "sonics” over the din of battle.) Finally, one
of the most emotionally moving highlights was
the chapter devoted to Capt Roger Locher’s 23
days on the ground in North Vietnam evading
the enemy forces, and Gen John Vogt's human
itarian decision to pull 119 aircraft from their
combat missions to rescue Captain Locher. A
common theme in these latter tw'o points is the
strong sense of solidarity the reader senses be
tween the members of that exclusive club of
aircrew members—in particular, the esprit de
corps among aircrews as a factor in maintaining
morale. In fact, the supreme importance that
General Vogt placed on morale was the guiding
factor in his decision.
This book makes an outstanding contribution
to the history of air power bv making available
to the reader a primary historical source—the
participants’ thoughts while engaged in com
bat. But its greatest value is its ability to leave
the reader with a taste of what it felt like to be
an aircrew member in “the most concentrated
skv action ever fought over North Vietnam"—
one day in a long war.
Ronald Callahan

Placerville, California

High Honor: Recollections by Men and Women
of World War II Aviation by Stuart Leuthner

and Oliver Jensen. Blue Ridge Summit, Penn
sylvania 17294: Sm ithsonian Institution
Press, 1989, 402 pages, $19.95.

Although 45 years have passed since the end
of the Second World War, interest in this con
flict seems to be stronger than ever—witness
the steady stream of books on the subject. With
so many new titles to choose from, it is natural
to ask what makes H ig h H o n o r by Stuart Leut
hner and Oliver Jensen particularly deserving
of the reader’s time and energy. The best an
swer is that few books have so com prehen
sively captured the rich variety of American
m ilitary aviation in World War II. Here the
reader comes as close to experiencing it first
hand as one can without actually having been
there.
In their own words, 28 men and women tell
their stories—a little about their lives before the
war. their role in aviation during the war, and
the effect that their wartime experience had on
them after the war. The planes they flew repre
sent virtually every conceivable kind of
aircraft—fighters, bombers, naval aircraft, and
even transports and gliders.
Twenty-two of the 28 are aviators—pilots,
navigators, bombardiers, gunners—but to paint
a more complete picture, Leuthner and Jensen
have also included the experience of a number
of aviation support people whose essential role
has often been overlooked. These include an
aircraft carrier landing-signal officer, a crew
chief, a flight surgeon, and an aircraft assem
bler. For the most part, the recollections are in
chronological order. They are also helpfully
grouped by branch of service and type of flying.
Leuthner and Jensen have succeeded admira
bly in accomplishing their stated goal: "to ex
amine not the war itself but the memories of a
handful of flyers who survived.” These memo
ries prove fascinating indeed. From Gerrit
Roelofs we learn the intricacies of landing a tor
pedo plane on a tiny escort carrier rolling in
heavy seas. Baldwin Smith, a carrier landingsignal officer, exemplifies the combination of
athletic and acting ability needed to project
landing instructions to pilots across hundreds
of yards of ocean. Kenneth Carlson, a B-17 nav
igator, describes the sense of unreality he felt
the first time he saw a plane shot down—“no
sense of feeling or sound ... not really seeing
the real thing." Later, w hile he was lying
wounded in a hospital bed, his crew took a di
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rect hit with no survivors. He attributes his sur
vival and their deaths to “the roll of the dice."
Compared with the ground war, life in the air
could at times be comparatively easy. Robert
Ramer, a B-29 pilot, mentions how important it
was to plug in the plane’s food warmer so the
crew could eat dinner after completing their
bomb run. Contrast the warm and comfortable
life of a B-29 crew with the hair-raising lot of a
fighter pilot. Edwards Park describes the thrill
of flying his tricky P-39 Airacobra Iro n Dog. a
plane “as rotten as she was sexy,” to its very
limits. Realizing there was a limited future in
flying like this, he decided one day he “might
as well get killed in combat instead of just
‘augering in’ for fun.”
Many common threads run through these rec
ollections. among them a sense of high adven
ture and a feeling that these were once-ina-lifetime experiences. One is also struck by the
youth of these men and women, by their sense
of purpose, and by their unawareness of their
own mortality. Readers who flew in World War
II will find at least a piece of their experience
here. For those of us who did not, High Honor
is about as close as we will ever get to being
there.
Maj James C. Ruehrmund, Jr.. USAFR

Richmond. Virginia

Moral Issues in Military Decision Making by
Anthony E. Hartle. Lawrence, Kansas 66045:
University Press of Kansas, 1989. 180 pages,
$25.00.
Hartle is well qualified to write on this
subject—no armchair ethicist is he. In addition
to holding a PhD and serving on the faculty of
the United States Military Academy at West
Point. Colonel Hartle distinguished himself in
Southeast Asia, where he was wounded and
decorated for valor. As he acknowledges at the
outset of the work, it is especially in war that
members of the military encounter the severest
“threat to consistent moral behavior” (1).
The author persuasively argues the need for a
"workable guide” which systematically clar
ifies the rather abstract professional military
ethic (PME). Satisfying this need is the ex
pressed goal of the volume, and Hartle does a
convincing job of reaching it.
The book is systematic in its approach. How
ever. it is not suited to casual reading. Its mea
sured content is better suited to the classroom
or to individual (uninterrupted) reading and re
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flection. Nevertheless, the book should not be
relegated simply to an academic realm. The
subject it ably addresses is one crucial to all
commissioned and noncommissioned officers
(although Hartle intentionally directs it toward
combat officers rather than “supporting special
ists” ). What the text may lack in easy read
ability, it com pensates for in its thoughtprovoking value. In essence it is not a book to
be read, so much as one to be studied.
Hartle begins with a fine synthesis and
thoughtful analysis of previous studies perti
nent to his own. He foregoes the use of poten
tially confusing classical ethical categories and
terminology. Further, the author’s masterful use
of case studies draws the reader into direct ap
plication of the concepts he discusses. He
wisely follows each with a “discussion," rather
than a solution. (In his introduction he quotes a
work of fiction: ‘‘‘War is not a series of case
studies that can be scrutinized with objec
tivity’” (3).) His analyses are perceptive. Rather
than allowing us to flee to a relativism offering
situational excuses for its variations, Hartle at
tempts to provoke the reflective development of
a "consistent” military ethic. “Can we justifi
ably violate the laws of war in order to achieve
specific ends?" he asks. If we do, "such situa
tions, repeated with terrible frequency, corrode
the soul and warp moral sensibilities” (3). If he
is correct, all the more reason to understand
and embrace our American PME.
Hartle readily acknowledges that in a plu
ralistic environment such as our own nation,
“any discussion of social or national values . . .
will suffer from oversimplification” (86). Nev
ertheless, he offers an argument for a funda
m entally shared American value system. It
includes several values thoroughly woven
into the fabric of our national m orality—
commitment to freedom, equality, democracy,
and individualism. By in d iv id u a lis m , he refers
to the value placed by Americans on personal
freedom, autonomy, and human worth itself.
However, it is not the American value system
alone w hich molds PME. As he traces the
various factors, he queries, "Given such dispa
rate influences, can the resulting ethic be one
that makes logical sense? If the ethic is to be
practically useful in providing moral guidance
for action, its provisions must not contradict
one another” (29).
Hartle sees three primary influences as the
factors which have shaped the American pro
fessional military ethic. They are the ‘‘func
tional requirements of military service, the in
ternational laws of war, and the core values of
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American society ” He cites three essential
functions of professional ethics in general: to
"protect society from exploitation, enhance the
image of the professional, and ... articulate a
warrant for certain actions morally impermis
sible for a nonprofessional” (27). He contrasts
the function of the Uniform Code of Military
justice, which "defines honorable conduct in a
negative sense by establishing what members of
the military will not do" with the PME, which
"emphasizes ideals and positive aspects of con
duct" (52).
Hartle isolates two underlying moral princi
ples: (1) people deserve respect and (2) human
suffering ought to be minimized. He contends
that the former has priority, since the latter "in
vokes utilitarian considerations" (71). He cites
a reference in a US Air Force pamphlet (AFP
110—31, In te r n a tio n a l L a w — T h e C o n d u c t o f
Armed C o n flic t a n d A i r O p e ra tio n s ) to the
" ‘principle of humanity, which forbids the in
fliction of suffering, injury or destruction not
actually necessary for the accomplishment of
legitimate military purposes'" (72) and argues
that comprehending the proper relationship of
these principles to the PME is essential, since
the specific, codified ‘‘laws of war are in
complete, and will probably remain so” (77).
Hartle points out that although each branch
of the service has various expressions of the
basic PME and although all affirm our national
commitment to the laws of war, "because the
American PME is uncodified beyond [its ele
mentary expressions in various military pub
lications) the exact content of the ethic will be
a subject of dispute within any group of mili
tary professionals” (53). Nevertheless, as a com
mon bond between the services, “the oath and
the commission provide the foundation for the
traditional idealistic code of the United States
armed forces—the code I have been calling the
professional military ethic" (44).
His discussion of Duty. Honor, Country in
cludes some timely reflections on the actions of
Lt Col Oliver North and Adm John Poindexter.
He notes that w hile "the political arena in
which the two men operated is considerably re
moved from the normal range of activity of a
military officer ... they were still presumably
committed to the PME" (48). In a different con
text. he points out that "equating duty with
obedience to orders is a common but serious
failing of the officers corps” (121). Beyond
these three foundational values—Duty, Honor,
Country—he also mentions other traditional
values, including professional competence, ci

vilian control of the military, and the impor
tance rightfully placed upon the "welfare of the
individual soldier" (51).
Hartle emphasizes the moral responsibility of
every military officer. He claims that each one
must be willing—and able—to serve, should
the need arise, as a “corrective within the chain
of command.” Without suggesting that every
order should be challenged or postponed, he
states that it is “precisely because of human fal
libility [that] the moral judgment of each indi
vidual military officer must act as a check on
the military system” (116).
He realistically assesses the situation when
he states that "not all young soldiers or young
officers give serious thought to the professional
ethics they are taught. Most simply accept that
‘the rules' are such and either attempt to abide
bv them or choose to violate them for reasons of
their own.” The problem is exacerbated when
“those who make the military a career begin to
identify them selves in terms of their role,
which makes their objective analysis even more
difficult and less frequent.” Despite having the
rules ingrained in his own psyche during his
years as a student at West Point. Hartle encoun
tered in Southeast Asia "numerous morally am
biguous situations" in which the "answ ers
provided by the code as [he] understood it were
sometimes incompatible with intuitions of con
science.” In this situation, a "justification of
the code itself became necessary” (36). Readers
of this book may profit from Hartle’s dilemma
without having to undergo it themselves.
A major contention of Hartle’s work is that
the military profession is "partially [rather
than] fully differentiated.” In essence, this
means that military officers are not exempt
from the common American values and utterly
free to operate with independent standards and
norms, disregarding broader societal values.
The military professional, in the preparation for
and conduct of war, appropriately takes actions
that would be morally impermissible outside the
role. The function of the military would not be
possible otherwise. Because of their special re
sponsibility to society, however, military profes
sionals must consider and weigh the significance
of their actions in terms of the general moral prin
ciples which derive from the basic values of so
ciety. (118)

"The American soldier in his or her function as
the defender of a free society” bears great re
sponsibility, and a careful reading of this vol
ume could be invaluable in better equipping
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the career officer to more conscientiously
“wield such authority” (119).
A valuable addition to officer training is Hartle's discussion of noblesse oblige—the idea
that obligations to act honorably accompany a
position of responsibility. He cites the example
of the Israeli war hero Nahum Arieli. who or
dered a retreat when his position was overrun
by a much larger Arab force. Only a covering
fire would allow any of the men to survive. His
order: "All enlisted men are to withdraw: the
officers will cover the retreat” (18).
One interesting historic insight is that “if we
consider the rationale for the restraints im
posed by the customs of warfare in the distant
past ... we will indeed find little evidence of
mercy or concern for human welfare. We do
find considerable expediency and selfinterest.” In contrast, he argues that the con
temporary “codified laws of war can be traced
to underlying moral principles, though nonmoral considerations are not to be ignored”
(59).
Of particular interest to Air Force readers is
the fact that "the incompleteness of the laws of
war as a result of new means of conducting
warfare is particularly evident with respect to
air warfare and aerial bombardment.” This sit
uation only promises to grow worse, as in our
nuclear age “technological advances have been
so rapid and so dramatic that the slow process
of achieving consensus through usage has not
jegun to keep pace” (65). Thus, we have all the
more reason to strive to instill within every
military officer the maturest possible military
ethic. After all. “since no set of rules or laws
can provide specific guidance for every even
tuality, the spirit of the law' may be the decid
ing factor in those cases in which the letter of
the law is not specific or not applicable” (56).
Hartle offers a helpful and concise epilog,
summarizing his most important contentions.
Using a similar technique to set a clearer course
at the beginning of the book could aid readers
in more effectively organizing the material in
their minds as it is presented. For those who
desire to pursue the subject further, he offers a
comprehensive bibliography.

While we long for moral absolutes which will
“simplify the moral universe" (119). we live in
a world where decisions are rarely clear-cut
and "certainty in moral judgment is seldom at
tained" (83). This truth makes Hartle’s volume
all the more crucial.
Mo ra l Issues in M ilita ry ' D e c isio n M a k in g is a
w orthw hile book for all officers to read be
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cause, most assuredly, “understanding the na
ture of the professional military ethic and the
normative context in which it is applied can
make our military leaders more capable and
more reliable” (154). Still, even as we ponder
its message, we remain all too aware that “the
PME and actual behavior are two separate areas
of consideration” (45).
Chaplain, Capt, Robert C. Stroud, USAF

RAF Greenham Common.

U nited Kingdom

Brats: Children of the A m erican M ilitary
Speak Out by Mary R. Truscott. New York

10016: E. P. Dutton. 1989, 256 pages, $18.95.
Those of us in uniform are well aware of the
dem ands which the m ilitary system places
upon us. A casual reading of back issues of the
Air Force T im e s reveals a num ber of them
clearly—frequent moves, long hours, family
separations, low pay, inadequate housing, poor
promotion opportunities, and low status. What
is not readily apparent, however, are the prob
lems of a large subset of military members—
dependents. Mary Truscott's Brats is an attempt
to allow these “disenfranchised” members to
tell their own stories about life in m ilitary
families.
Interviewing 40 former dependents (23 from
officers’ families and 17 from enlisted families),
Truscott—a third-generation military brat—
sought a means to test her own experience
against that of other people. What she found
was a unique culture identified not only by fre
quent moves, but also by a m ilitary ethos
shaped by the career of the military parent. The
book, divided into 12 chapters, them atically
portrays the impact of this culture upon mili
tary children.
The chapters, which follow the ebb and flow
of the careers of the dependents’ fathers, speak
to the rituals and traditions which distinctly set
the military culture apart from other American
cultures. The showing of the ID card, standing
at attention for the national anthem, or dealing
with the different ways that officer and enlisted
children treated each other, were part of a col
lective, ritual process that resulted in the evolu
tion of a distinct worldview. Children living on
base participated in an isolated, conservative
experience whereby military dependents were
separated from their civilian counterparts, not
only by gate guards but also by the whims of a
m ilitary bureaucracy, a caste system , and a
rigorously disciplined family life.
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Some of the best chapters deal with the
effects of frequent migration on military fam
ilies. The process of breaking with the past, ad
justing to new surroundings, making new
friends, and being consistently the new kid on
the block is causally connected—according to
Truscott and some of her respondents—to both
healthy, adaptive behavior and dysfunctionalism. The fact that other families on base had
gone or were going through the same experi
ence significantly helped dependents through
these various stages. Networks of military fam
ilies were formed to sustain people in like
circumstances.
As to dysfunctional behavior, many depend
ents whom Truscott interview ed find it ex
tremely difficult to make long-term commit
ments, stay in one place long, keep in touch
with old friends, or adjust to people with dif
ferent backgrounds. Yet, it is not clear whether
these effects are very different from those
caused by life in modern societies where a high
degree of geographic and occupational mobility
is the norm. Because of the increased mobility
in America since World War II, more than
likely this transient culture was unique to mili
tary life prior to 1940. Undoubtedly, however,
transiency wedded to a very insular institution
forms an environment much different from the
one that most Americans experience.

The book is not without its flaws— mainly
omissions. Enamored with the idea that military brats were spawned from a homogeneous
milieu, Truscott fails to ask whether or not the
experience was different for minority families.
Similarly, she purposely stays away from
tough, controversial questions about alcoholism
and abuse. Certainly, if these problems were as
pervasive as she indicates in her introduction
(alcoholism was three times as prevalent in the
military than in other populations), they are
subjects that must be dealt with, regardless of
whether the respondents were reluctant to talk
about them.
Serious interdisciplinary efforts are being
made to study the isolated effects that migration, prolonged parental absence, and abusive
behavior have on families in uniform. Only
now, though, are scholars beginning to study
the total culture engendered by military socialwelfare systems. Brats addresses these timely
issues in laymen’s terms and for that reason is
important reading for policymakers and military members alike.

Capt Mark R. G r a n d s t a f f , USAF
Washington, D.C.

Strike from the Sky: The History of Battlefield
Air Attack, 1911-1945 by Richard P. Hal-

lion. Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania
17294: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989,
323 pages, $24.95.

The debate over close air support/battlefield
air interdiction (CAS/BAI) seems endless. Each
watershed (e.g., the 1943 publication of Field
Manual 100-20, Command and Employment of
A ir Power, and the 1948 Key West agreements)
has simply ushered in a new round in the discussion. Air Vice-Marshal R. A. Mason, in the
foreword to S trike fro m the Sky, says that
"there is no shortage of evidence" to inform
this debate (xii). So why can’t everyone agree?
Why is there so much heat and so little light in
discussions about CAS/BAI?

Although a great deal of evidence exists,
much of the most im portant m aterial isn’t
widely available. For example, one of the best
examinations of theater air power in all its roles
is Wing Comdr John C. Slessor’s Air Power and
Armies (1936). One of the best studies of actual
battlefield air operations is Gen Omar Bradley’s
Effect of A ir Power on M ilita ry O perations,
Western Europe (1945). Don't try to find these
titles at your local bookstore: they’ve been out
of print for 40 years. (Any reader who doubts
the contemporary value of these books should
read them. If you’re still not convinced, com
pare them with the venerable TAC Manual 2-1,
Tactical A ir Operations, which is still officially
“current.”)
As Hallion points out, “Researchers have de
voted far more attention to the air superiority
war and to strategic bomber operations than
they have to other topics” (129): consequently,
this focus has created a big void in the study of
CAS/BAI. Hallion has taken a trem endous
stride toward filling in this gap by covering the
subject so thoroughly that his book is bound to
be a favorite reference for students of the his
tory of air power as well as for professionals
studying theater air operations. Strike from the
Sky is an outstanding accomplishment.
The first half of the book covers two cam
paigns of the First World War and several cam
paigns in smaller wars prior to World War II.
The Rif war (involving Rif is—Berber tribes) in
Morocco and the Nomonhan incident (between
Japan and the Soviet Union in 1939) are useful
examples of effective, well-integrated air opera
tions. A chapter covering the Spanish civil war
is particularly effective at dispelling miscon
ceptions about that war. A follow-up chapter,
"The Spanish Legacy: Lessons Read and Mis
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read," is probably the most valuable part of the
book. It shows how several nations developed
diverse doctrines based on experiences from
the Spanish civil war—doctrines which were
tested in the fixe of World War II.
The second half of the book covers several
campaigns of World War II in a variety of the
aters. Two major trends evident in these cam
paigns are (1) the emergence of increasingly so
phisticated organizations for applying air
power to the battlefield and (2) the need for air
superiority to permit effective battlefield air
support. Bracketing the historical analysis that
makes up the bulk of this book are an introduc
tion and an epilogue by the author, as well as
Air Vice-Marshal Mason’s insightful foreword.
Hallion has done a remarkable job of distill
ing what happened and why, using an impres
sive array of sources in six languages. The
source notes are a gold mine for future re
searchers. They acquaint interested readers
with major works, such as those of Slessor and
Bradley, and highlight the most informative
materials on specific areas of study. Among the
most fascinating of the primary sources are at
tache reports from the Spanish civil war.
The historical analysis is so comprehensive
and balanced that it provides fuel for a variety
of arguments. Hallion’s epilogue contains 13
conclusions; I arrived at several others from my
own reading. My conclusions (e.g.. the value of
using multiple methods to solve problems in
battlefield air support, the tremendous cost of
fratricide, and the advantages of simple com
mand and control solutions) are supported by
several examples, just as Hallion’s are.

Another quality of Strike from the Sky is context: CAS and BAI are not simply ends in themselves. Hallion writes from a battle-andcampaign perspective, reaching down to the
weapons, tactics, and engagements that create
success, and demonstrating that air-attack campaigns are operational-level efforts that may decide strategic issues. The importance of doctrine, which determines how to best use air
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forces to support surface operations (and why),
is also presented clearly.
Altogether, Strike from the Sky stands alone
in its potential to inform the current phase of
the CAS/BAI debate with relevant historical ex
amples. Hallion's focus on events up to 1945
may trouble people who think that current
technology and political circum stances are
unique. Although circum stances are always
unique, they are never unprecedented, and one
of this book's major accom plishm ents is
providing contemporary readers with a wealth
of precedents in a single reference—a feat not
duplicated by other sources.

Certainly, Hallion does not imply that he has
simple, clear, ironclad answers. Reflecting on
the lessons that several nations drew from the
Spanish civil war (which became the doctrines
that World War II would test), he writes,

It is this aspect of the Spanish Civil War that is
most interesting: intelligent, well-informed critics
could reach often diametrically opposite conclu
sions, or, interpreting data correctly, nevertheless
reach a flawed conclusion— It might be said that
critics took away from the Spanish war what they
wished to believe, and they searched its lessons
carefully to selectively acquire supporting data for
their own particular viewpoint. (110)
So don’t expect discussions of battlefield air
support to end soon or to reach many bombproof conclusions. As Strike from the Sky
shows, CAS/BAI has been a hot topic since
World War I. But we can hope that the debate
will be more informed because any reader of
this book will better understand CAS/BAI in
practice and theory.
If you are interested in air power, command
and control, joint operations, doctrine, or military history, read S trike from the Sky. Better
yet, get your own copy so you can underline
and highlight, as well as scribble notes and
dog-ear the book without feeling guilty. All libraries serving military audiences should obtain this book, but don’t expect it to gather dust
on the shelves.

Lt Col Charles M. WestenhofT, USAF
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

notams
N o tic e s o f u p c o m in g c o n fe re n c e s , s e m in a rs ,
and o th e r p ro fe s s io n a l events o f a n o n c o m m e r
c ia l n a tu re s h o u ld be sent to th e E d ito r, Airpower Journal, Walker H a ll, B ldg. 1400, M a x 
w e ll A F B A L 36112-5532. We reserve the rig h t
to e d it m a te r ia l f o r le n g th a n d editorial
content.

A ir U niversity R e view Index
The Air University Press has published a complete index of the Air University Review (194787). This reference work contains an author index, a title index, and a cross-referenced subject index. Any Air Force or other government
organization, college or university library, or
similar organization with a need for this index
can be placed on distribution. Requests for distribution and other inquiries should be addressed to Maj M. A. Kirtland, AUCADRE/RI,
Walker Hall, Bldg. 1400, Maxwell AFB AL
36112-5532. Major Kirtland can also be contacted at DSN 875-6629 or (205) 293-6629.
Army Aviation Convention
The Army Aviation Association of America
will hold its annual convention from 10-14
April 1991 in Saint Louis, Missouri. For more
information, contact AAAA, 49 Richmondville
Avenue. Westport CT 06880-2000 or call (203)

226-8184.

USAFA Instructor Opportunities
The Military Studies Division at the United
States Air Force Academy is seeking highly
qualified captains for instructor duty in the
summer of 1991 and beyond. This duty in volves motivating and teaching cadets in
university-level courses that stress air power,
the art of war, military theory, doctrine, and
force employment. Since its inception in 1980,
the curriculum in professional military studies
has evolved into one of the most interesting
and demanding areas of study at the academy.
A master’s degree is required of all applicants.
Preferred degrees for military studies instructors are in history, military history, political
science, and international relations, or in area
studies of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, or
the Middle East. Experience in tactical or stra90

tegic operations or in operationally related specialties is highly desirable. The division can
sponsor a few highly qualified applicants with
the appropriate background for a master’s degree through the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), with a follow-on assignment to the
Military Studies Division. Applicants should
have three to seven years of commissioned
service, an outstanding military record, and impeccable military bearing and appearance. Interested individuals should consult chapter 8 of
AFR 36-20, O fficer Assignments, for application procedures or write Capt Bob Angwin,
Headquarters USAFA/CWIS, USAF Academy
CO 80840-5421 or call DSN 259-3257/3248.
Naval History Symposium

The History Department of the United States
Naval Academy will sponsor its 10th Naval
History Symposium at Annapolis from 11-13
September 1991. Individuals who wish to pro
pose a paper or a topic for panel discussion
should submit an abstract of approximately 250
words to Dr Jack Sweetman, History Depart
ment, US Naval Academy, A nnapolis MD
21402-5044. Deadline for proposals is 1 March
1991.
Uniformed Services Medical School Training
The Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences is seeking students for its medical training and graduate medical-education
programs. Medical students are commissioned
as ensigns or second lieutenants and draw full
military pay and benefits. There is no tuition,
and all books and equipment are provided. At
graduation, students are promoted to naval
lieutenant or captain and have a seven-year
service obligation. Both civilians and military
personnel with a college degree may apply for
the four-year medical program. Applicants
must be no older than 27 (or 33 with prior military experience) when they enter school. The
university also has a graduate program in basic
medical sciences open to civilians and military.
Civilians are not commissioned into the military. Graduate students serve as teaching and
research assistants. For more information, contact the Office of Admissions, Attn: PAC, Uniformed Services University, 4301 Jones Bridge
Road, Bethesda MD 20814-4799 or call (202)

295-3106.
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The Warrior
I’ve known fear and heard the battle’s sound;
I’ve fought and spilled blood on hallowed ground.
On silver wings, I ’ve flown through the air,
and daily I ’ve trod where few will dare.
To some I ’m a hero and freedom ’s defender;
to others I ’m a monger of what war can render .
Both love and hate at times I ’ve known,
*
and until time of war I ’m no one’s own.
So few understand my perspective and place,
for better than any I know war’s ugly fa ce .
I loathe battle and the destruction it brings,
but I know of war, there are worse things
To fight and win conflicts has not been my best,
fo r to fin d and k e e p p e a c e has been my rea l
quest

Capt John C. Orndorff

